after I asked if it was Morris), and another male he did not know. He said that Eric dressed like everyone else but did wear high boots. He said that Chris Morris usually wore a beret and army pants.

* He said Dylan Klebold was also in the computer lab with him at times. He said that he has seen Dylan in a black trench coat at times. He described Dylan as not being very social.

* When asked if he knows [redacted], he said no.

* When asked [redacted] he said that he has not seen much of him.

* When asked if he knew Brian Savage, he said the Savage he knew that goes to Columbine was named John.

* When asked if he knew anyone associated with a white Bronco, he said no.

* He has refused many phone requests for media interviews. He said he fielded some general questions but has never granted an interview. (While conducting this interview, a crew from ABC did respond to the house and interview Seth, Sara, and Crystal together. This was done after my interview with Seth.)

* He started to explain his day on Tuesday. He was supposed to get up for his "0" hour bowling class but fell asleep after the alarm went off. He missed the class and got to school around 8:20 a.m. He and all the others in a "0" hour class have the first period off as the class is usually off campus and runs into the first hour.

* His second hour class was physics and started at 8:25 a.m. His third period class was analytical reading that began around 9:25 a.m. He has fourth period off so he went to King Soopers and bought lunch. He returned to school around 11:00 a.m.
* He then went to the library with Sara and Crystal around 11:15 a.m. He said a girlfriend of his, Erika Dendorfer, was not with him as she had a project in another class to finish.

* He then drew a rough sketch of the library with tables, magazine racks, book racks, the main desk, main entrance, and computer tables. He placed himself, Sara, and Crystal at the second table back from the front on the west side of the middle section. He said that Sara and Crystal were seated on the west side of the table and he went to walk over to the magazine rack.

* He said that he then heard some shots from out by the stairs by the west end exit to the library. He walked over to the windows but did not see anything. He said the shots sounded like a paint ball or other low caliber sound. (He hunts and plays paint ball.)

* He said that Miss Nielson then came in the main entrance to the library holding her shoulder and said, "Everybody get under the tables." He thought this was all a senior prank.

* He was walking back to his table when he saw a student named Makai under the second or third table back from the front on the west side in the west section of tables. He said that Makai also told him to get under a table.

* He then heard the shots sounding like they were coming up the hallway on the north and then down to the main entrance. He then got hold of Crystal and Sara and got under the same table they were sitting at. He said there were not many others in their middle section of the library. He thought there were only 30 students or so in the library.

* From under the table, he heard yelling and muffled gunshots. He was still wondering what was going on.

* From under the table, he heard what he thought was a bomb blast coming from below him in the cafeteria. He said the percussion hit
him hard in the "gut." He could also hear people exiting the cafeteria below.

* At this point, he pulled both girls together and told them to, "Start praying."

* He then heard the voice of one of the suspects who were now in the library say, "This is for all the times we've gotten crap all these years. We've been waiting our whole lives to do this." He then heard lots of screaming. He said that no one was running around.

* He then heard one of the suspects say, "Everybody stand up.' He did not hear or see anyone in the library stand up. He then heard a voice ask the suspects, "What are you doing.?" One of the suspects replied, "We're just killing people." He said the suspect made that statement very nonchalantly.

* He said there was no gun fire at that time. He then heard one of the suspects state, "We're blowing up the library." He said two or three bombs then went off. He said that the first one sounded like a dud. He said the next one was, "deafening." He heard windows in the library shatter.

* He then heard one of the suspects say, "All the jocks are going to die. Anyone with a white hat is going to die." He heard more gunshots.

* He heard one of the suspects say to a student, "You with the white hat on, get up." He then heard more gunshots.

* He then took off his white hat and tucked it under him.

* He heard, "Look at the kid with the glasses." He then heard more gunfire.
* He then talked about, "Little Isaiah." He said that one of the suspects said, "Look at the little nigger." He then heard more shots. He did not know where in the library that came from.

* He could hear the suspects walking around and heard, "tons of shooting."

* When asked, he said it was 7 to 10 minutes from the first time he heard shots to the suspects being in the library.

* He then could see the student named John Savage under the table that was over and back from his. He said that John was just sitting on his butt holding his legs and leaning his head against the bottom of the table top. One of the suspects said, "Who's under that table?" John said, "John Savage." One of the suspects said, "You've never done anything to us, we'll let you live. Run." He said John got up and ran out the library. He said that John seemed to be in his, "Own little world," under that table.

* He could see both suspects standing between the table John Savage was at and the table down from them. After John left. He saw the suspects feet move to the table just down from them next to the book rack. He then saw Dylan reloading a sawed-off shotgun. He thought he was loading it from underneath the chamber. He said that Dylan was wearing a black trench coat but that was all he remembered. He said Dylan usually wears a Boston Red Sox hat backwards but did not know if he had it on. He said Dylan had very long curly hair. He said that it looked like Dylan had some sort of reloading sleeve on the shotgun itself. Dylan looked like he was getting the shells from that loading sleeve while loading.

* He said that Dylan said, "I'm out of shells, I gotta go reload." He then said that Eric said, "I lost a clip."

* He said that the two suspects then ran out the library.
* He picked both girls up and said to them, "We're leaving." They then ran out the exit door on the west side of the library and out of the school at the exit right there. He said that they ran down the hill with the girls to behind a cop car. He drew another sketch of the outside of the exit doors and the hill area.

* He left the two girls by the cop car and continued to run southeast to the student parking lot where Erika's car would be parked. He wanted to see if it was there. He then heard more shots and it sounded like a shoot-out to him. He heard bullets flying right over his head when he reached a police utility vehicle in the parking lot. He heard shots sounding like they were coming from the cafeteria.

* He said that he heard of the account of victim Cassie Bernall replying to the suspects that she believed in God and was then shot in the head for it. He did not hear that exchange in the library.

This concluded my interview with Seth Houy.
Seth Houy, date of birth March 25, 1981, 4646 Bowmar Drive, Littleton, Colorado 80123, telephone number (303) 798-4366, was interviewed at his home. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, Houy furnished the following information:

Houy is a Senior at Columbine High School. His first class of the day on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday is bowling. This class starts at 6:15 a.m. and runs to 7:15 to 7:30 a.m. The class is over after the students have bowled two games. The class is held at the bowling alley located at Bellevue and Federal. Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were in Houy's bowling class. Houy had bowled against their team on several occasions. On April 20, 1999, Houy's alarm did not go off and he did not attend his bowling class. Houy drove to school, arriving at approximately 8:20 a.m. He parked his car in the Senior Parking Lot along the south fence in slot number two hundred and eighty-something. Most of the students have a first-hour class and were already parked. He didn't see anything unusual when he was parking his car or entering the school.

Houy has fourth period off, which runs from 10:10 a.m. to 11:10 a.m. Usually he would go to lunch with Crystal Woodman, Erica Dendorfer and his sister, Sara Houy. On April 20, 1999, he left the high school at approximately 10:10 to 10:30 a.m. going to the King Soopers at Coal Mine and Pierce. After getting something to eat he returned to the school and parked his car at approximately 11:00 a.m. He left his backpack in his car, as the only remaining classes he had for the day were a computer class and gym class. He entered the school at the double doors on the south side of the Commons and went up the stairway to the main Math/Science hallway. Houy noted nothing unusual in the parking lot or Commons Area when he walked up the stairs. He went down the main hallway to the Language Arts area to meet his girlfriend, Dendorfer, at her Language Arts class. Dendorfer is a Student Assistant in a Language Arts class. Dendorfer was not in the class, so he walked down the same hallways and went to the library to look for Dendorfer. They often would go to the library to study. Houy would read magazines, because as a Senior he didn't have much homework. Houy went in the library and saw Cassie Bernall sitting at table #8 facing in a southern direction.
direction. He asked Bernall if Dendorfer was in the library. Bernall said she had not seen Dendorfer. Houy then explained to Bernall that Dendorfer was a Student Assistant in a Language Arts class.

Houy then walked back to Dendorfer's classroom using the same hallways. Woodman's class is directly across the hallway from Dendorfer's classroom. Class let out and Woodman told Houy that Dendorfer had a French project to work on and wouldn't be meeting with him. Woodman and Houy then went down the hall to meet Sara Houy at her locker. Sara Houy and Woodman had homework to do, so they all decided to go to the library.

The three of them walked down the hallways to the library, arriving at approximately 11:15 a.m. They sat down at table #10 with Woodman and Sara Houy sitting on the west side and Seth Houy on the east side of the table. Houy didn't remember seeing Bernall at table #8 any more. Houy sat down for maybe ten seconds and got up to go get a magazine. Houy was looking at the magazine rack for approximately forty-five to fifty seconds and heard popping sounds coming from outside the west windows of the library. The sounds were coming from the back stairs of the school. Houy went over to the west windows and looked out the windows. He looked down and into the parking lot. He didn't see anybody out there and thought that was very strange. Within a few seconds, Miss Nielsen came into the library frantic and out of breath. Nielsen said, "Get under the desk" and "He has a gun." She must have been looking for the librarian as she also said, "Where's Miss Keating?" Everyone in the library was puzzled by her comments. The windows had muffled the sounds of the gunshots but Houy thought they were not a high-caliber-sounding gunshot. Houy knows a paintball gun to be a thirty-two caliber gun and thought that's what the sounds were. He thought since the sounds were of a paintball gun that this was a senior prank.

Houy saw Nielsen pick up a telephone and then heard her talking. He began walking back to his table when he heard another student named Makia, with possibly a last name of Hall, state, "Dude, go get down." Makia is from Hawaii and was under table #15, 16 or 20. After getting back to his table, he told Woodman and his sister to get down, but he still didn't think it was a big deal. Houy laid down under the table on his side with a view to the east and could look up and see the west portion of
the reference island. Woodman was lying next to him, facing him, and he pulled her head and face into his chest. He did not allow her to look up at any point during the shootings in the library. His sister was lying on the floor hugging up to the legs of Woodman and Houy. They did not pull the chairs in around their table.

Houy felt an explosion which he thought was coming from underneath him in the cafeteria. At that point, he knew that it was more than a senior prank and got more on top of the girls and said they should start praying. Both of the girls' view was mainly of his body. He then could hear gunfire in the hallway moving toward the library. The gunfire sounds were muffled by the table and the bookcases within the library. He could hear a shotgun and a small-caliber weapon being shot. The gunshots were getting louder and he knew they were getting closer to the library, but he didn't know from which direction in the hallway they were approaching.

Houy then could hear two voices outside the library in the hallway. The voices then sounded like they were just inside the library and he heard a few gunshots. The shots sounded like they were coming into the library and were fired by both guns. He then heard them say, "This is for all the times we've been made fun of" and, "All the jocks are going to die." He then heard a male voice from over near table #1 or #2 ask, "What are you doing?" He heard a response by, he believes, one of the gunmen, stating, "We're just goin' around killin' people." He believes the voice that responded was Dylan Klebold's.

Next he heard gunfire near the librarian's table. The gunfire was from both guns. He then heard the gunman comment, "We've always wanted to do this" or something like that. This comment was made near the Librarian's table. The gunman also stated something to the effect of them "going to blow up the library." At that point he saw two sets of feet on the south side of the reference table. Both sets of feet were wearing black boots. To look up in that direction he had to rotate his head back and look up that direction. After seeing the sets of feet he immediately ducked his head back under. He then heard an explosion that was not as loud as the other explosions he had already heard or would hear in the library. After the detonation
he looked back up at the reference table and could see a cloud of smoke. The explosion put out a lot of smoke.

Houy then heard them moving and thought they were moving back towards the east side of the library. He then heard two more explosions that he stated were ear-piercing and deafening. Due to the echoing of the explosions within the library he couldn't tell from which direction they came.

He then started hearing gunfire which he believes was coming from the east side of the library. His ears were ringing and it was difficult to tell where in relation to his table they were shooting. Because the library is carpeted, it was difficult to hear them walking. At that point he glanced over and saw John Savage sitting under table #11. Savage was sitting with his knees pulled up and his head against the table. Savage seemed to be in his own little world. He can't recall the number of shots he heard, but he heard two distinctive sounds of gunfire. He was also hearing shotgun pellets hitting things and ricocheting.

The next gunfire he heard was on the west side of the library, and he knew they were close because he could begin to hear them talking. He heard one of them say, "Anybody with a white hat on is going to die." They then said, "You with the white hat." This comment sounded like it was coming towards his table from behind him, so he took off his hat and laid on it. After the comment he heard four or five gunshots but couldn't tell from which gun the shots were fired. He wasn't really paying attention to which gun was being fired but was more worried about the proximity of the gunman to their table. Whenever there was gunfire within the library, it was always multiple shots. The next comment by the gunman he heard was about somebody's glasses. They called somebody a "nigger" and that was followed by gunfire. The next comment he heard was something to the effect of, "Oh, look at the little nigger." The gunman never used his name, but Houy figured it must have been Isaiah Shoels based upon the media reports he's seen. This statement was followed by several gunshots.

The gunmen then moved, and the next thing he remembers was hearing them in the back of the center portion of the library. He doesn't know if it was the voices or gunshots behind him that told him they were in the back section. Houy looked
back and up and could see the faces of both gunman between table #13 and 14. He saw them set some things down on the table, but he couldn’t distinguish which table, either table #13 or 14. Houy could see Dylan Klebold from the chest up. Klebold was wearing dark clothing and a backward Boston Red Sox hat. Klebold always wore the Boston Red Sox baseball hat backward in school. When Houy pictures Klebold in school, he also pictures him in a trench coat. He couldn’t tell if Klebold was wearing a trench coat when he saw him back by table #13 or 14. Klebold did have a sawed-off shotgun and appeared to be loading it from the bottom. He could hear Klebold loading only a couple of shells into the gun. He then heard Harris say that he dropped a clip and he was out of ammo. Harris also stated he had to reload. Houy saw Klebold only from the shoulders or chest up. He saw more of Klebold than he did of Harris, as Klebold was more in his line of sight. To see Harris he had to really kink his head to see Harris to the left of Klebold. He could tell that Harris was holding a gun like a pistol which was black in color. He was just holding the gun and was not pointing it.

Houy believes prior to Harris and Klebold reloading that he heard one of them state, “Who’s under that table?” The response back was, “John Savage.” He heard Harris say, “I know you. I’ll let you live,” and then, “Get up, get up.” He then could hear Savage’s footsteps running out of the library. He could not tell what direction Savage was running.

Houy then remembers hearing Klebold make a comment about a knife. Klebold said he “always wanted to kill somebody with a knife.” This comment was made in the back section of the center portion of the library. This statement was made just before Harris made a comment about needing to reload.

The next thing he remembers hearing was the sound of somebody throwing a chair. This sound came from the front, east portion of the library. This was the last sound he heard in the library.

It got real quiet in the library and after about thirty seconds Houy turned and saw someone walking by the computer tables. He figured they could see the front doors and that the gunmen were gone. He got up, turned to go, but Woodman and his sister didn’t want to move. He grabbed them, pulled them up, and
moved west through the bookshelves to the west windows. As he moved up the windows by the computer tables he saw a young, white boy underneath the desk. He saw him only for a split second and thought he had multiple body wounds and possibly one in the forehead. They exited out the back door of the library and moved up the hill, hiding behind a police car. He pushed Woodman and his sister behind the police car and kept running, jumping the fence. He went down to the Senior Parking Lot to see if he could find Dendorfer's car in the lot. He didn't find her car. He then hid behind a green, boxy-like Bronco vehicle. He watched as police cars began shuttling the students from behind the original police car to the equipment shed.

There were five other kids along the back fence of the parking lot. Three of the students ran off into the neighborhood. While hiding behind the Bronco he did hear gunshots. He doesn't know if it was a gunshot into or out of the school. This was about the time the SWAT teams were arriving in the parking lot. The SWAT team shot numerous rounds back into the school. Two or three bullets whizzed over Houy's head during the exchange. Shortly after, he was picked up by a police vehicle he believed to be a Jimmy. The vehicle took him and two other students and dropped them off in Clement Park.

While he was in the library, Houy could hear what he thought were misfired bullets. When the gunmen were on the west side of the library, Houy got peppered by pellets, possibly ricochets, on his back. The gunshots and explosions within the library were magnified by the design of the room. The voices of the gunmen gave a better direction and idea of how close they were to his table. The fire alarm went off in the library at approximately the same time Houy heard the explosion that he thought was a "dud." The alarm was so loud and annoying that he could hear it ringing in his ears a day after the incident.

Houy knew both Harris and Klebold. Harris had been in one of his classes during their sophomore year and was in his bowling class this semester. Klebold was also in the same bowling class and bowled on the team with Harris. Klebold possibly was also a Student Assistant or at least helped out in the Tech Lab. Houy bowled against Harris and Klebold several times in class. Klebold was not as talkative as Harris. Houy
considered both to be pretty quiet. Houy thought both Harris and Klebold were into computers and thought they were both "normal."

Houy's backpack was in his car. He believes his locker number to be #1051, located by the gym and auditorium. He hasn't used the locker all year, and it probably only contains trash.

Attachment B is a diagram of Columbine High School, including the parking lots. Houy indicated on the design the location of the police car, the approximate area of Dendorfer's parking spot, and where he hid in the parking lot. Attachment C is a diagram of the interior of Columbine High School. Houy indicated on the diagram the location of Dendorfer's classroom, the location of Sara Houy's locker, and the area outside the library hallway that he heard most of the gunfire.
I was in the library when a teacher came in and yelled that someone had a gun and for us to go under the tables. I went under the table by the wall in the middle section. I heard gun shots and heard and felt the boomings. The kids came in the library and I heard me to tell everyone to stand up and they started shooting. Some shots were louder than others and they shot repeatedly. The students came to the table I was under and got their weapons on to reload. I barely saw their feet. I heard them talk to the student under the table next to me, they said, 'hi, John, get out of the school, we're going to blow it up.' I also heard one say, 'we're killing people and they laughed. Then they yelled, 'alot and screamed and laughed when they finally left we were evacuated.'

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.
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Summary of Statement (cont.)

Q. Did you see anyone hurt?
A. 4 or 5 students

Q. How long were you in the library?
A. Maybe 20 minutes

Q. How did you get out?
A. Someone said 'get up' and everyone ran out of building to a police car by the baseball field where we lain in the field until someone picked us up.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

[Signature]

Date
☐ AM
☐ PM

Time Statement Completed

Signature of Person Making Statement

JC-001-000418
Amber Huntington, dob 8-5-81
7553 W. Quarto Ave.
Littleton, CO 80128
Ph. 303-979-7043

This investigator met with Amber and her parents at their home. Amber was given an opportunity to review her original statement after which she stated it was correct.

A short synopsis of her statement reads that she was in the school library when someone came into the library and told everyone to get down due to shooting taking place. Amber stated she was under a table when she heard someone say for everyone to stand up at this time the suspects began shooting people. Amber was still under the table when the suspects set their weapons on top of the table she was under. The suspects began reloading and talking about killing people and laughing. The suspects told "John", "Hi, John, get out of the school, we're going to blow it up." The suspects yelled a lot and swore and laughed. The suspects then left the library and the other students and Amber were evacuated.

The following questions were asked of Amber:
Q. How many people did you see with weapons?
A. Two.

Q. How do you know two?
A. I saw their feet when I was under the table.
Q. Did you know them?
A. Yes, Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris. I had classes with them before, when we were in Junior High.

Q. Did you hear the shots being fired?
A. Yes, the louder shots were more far apart than the other shots. They were quicker together.

Q. Do you know who they were shooting at?
A. People, because someone asked, "What are you doing?" They said: "Killing people," and then they laughed.

Q. How long were you in the library?
A. I think I was under the table about 20 minutes. They were shooting blinds and windows and talking a lot.

Q. Do you know who told you to get up?
A. I think it was a teacher who told us to get up and then we ran out.

Q. Do you know what the initials "NKD" stand for?
A. No, I don't.

Q. Have you talked to the press?
A. No.

Q. Do you know a John Savage?
A. Yes, he is the one they told to get out. I think he's a senior.

Note: Amber's parents then provided the name and address for John Savage from their church directory. Parents: Terry and Jane Savage, 6350 W. David Dr., Littleton, CO. Ph. 303-932-7319.

Amber was asked if she knew or wanted to add anything else. She stated a friend of Eric Harris knows Eric idolized Hitler. Amber then provided the name of Lindsay Hansen. Amber's parents provided information on Lindsay Hansen from their church directory. Parents are William and Karen MacLennan, 7637 S. Pierce Way, Littleton. Ph.
303-932-0667.

This concluded the interview with Amber Huntington.
JEFFERSON COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
SUPPLEMENT REPORT

DATE 05/25/99 CASE REPORT # 99AO62
CONNECTING CR # JCSO 99-7625 INVESTIGATOR: G.B. MUMMA
CONTROL # 3385

SUBJECT:

Amber M. Huntington
7553 W. Quarto Ave. Littleton, Co. 80123
DOB 08/06/81
Columbine High School
303-979-7043

Mother: Kathy Huntington
Father: Kerry Huntington
303-979-7043 303-977-5708

OBSERVATION/INVESTIGATION:

On 05/25/99 I contacted Amber at home by phone. At that time I asked Amber if she could tell me where she was during 5th hour. Amber stated that another Investigator had interviewed her, but that she was the student assistant in the library and that she had been under a desk trying not to get shot. Amber stated that she was under the desk for about 20 min. before she escaped. See additional reports regarding this subject.

No further action taken by this Investigator.

INVESTIGATOR: [Signature]
DATE: 05/25/99
CONNECTION CASE - JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT CR#99-7625.

On 04/28/99, Det. Botright (IO) was assigned lead #DN1412 requesting he contact and interview Heather Jacobson. Within the narrative of the lead, IO was informed Heather Jacobson was in the library when the incident at Columbine High School occurred and had observed fellow students who were shot. In addition, Heather Jacobson reportedly observed the suspects during the incident occurring in the library.

On the same date at approximately 1530 hours, IO responded to 9765 W. Friend Place, Littleton, CO 80123, (phone: 303-933-4961) and met with Heather Jacobson, age 17, DOB: 10/21/81. IO confirmed Heather Jacobson is a junior at Columbine High School. Also present for the interview were Heather Jacobson's parents, identified as Ramona and Robert Jacobson.

Upon contact with Heather Jacobson, IO requested she provide an account of her activities on 04/20/99, beginning at the time she arrived at school. Heather Jacobson told IO she normally arrived at school at approximately 0720 hours. Heather Jacobson confirmed that on 04/20/99, she also arrived at school sometime around 0720 hours. Heather Jacobson stated she was dropped off at school by her father at the south commons area entrance. Heather Jacobson stated she did not recall whether she went to her locker when she arrived at school, or went directly to her first period. IO did confirm with Heather Jacobson, she did not observe any unusual activity when she arrived at school on 04/20/99.

Heather Jacobson stated her first period class begins at approximately 0730 hours and concludes at approximately 0820 hours. Heather Jacobson identified her first period class as "Spanish," which is taught by "Ms. Hickman." Heather Jacobson stated her Spanish class is located directly down the hall from the commons area (to the south). Heather Jacobson reported she then attended her second period class which started at 0825 hours and concluded at approximately 0920 hours. Heather Jacobson identified her second period class a "history" taught by "Mr. Flemer." Heather Jacobson stated her history class is located on the east side of the building.

In respect to her third period class, Heather Jacobson explained it started at approximately 0925 hours and concludes at approximately 1015 hours. Heather Jacobson identified her third period class as "choir" which is taught by "Mr. Andies." Heather Jacobson stated her choir class is conducted in the "choir room."

Heather Jacobson reported her fourth period class is "study hall." Heather Jacobson stated fourth period begins at approximately 1020 hours and concludes at approximately 1110 hours. Heather Jacobson indicated during her fourth period study hall, she almost always goes to the library to study and complete homework.
Heather Jacobson indicated on the date in question, she had gone to the library for her fourth period study hall. Heather Jacobson estimated she arrived in the library at approximately 1020 hours, believing she had actually sat down before the fourth period bell rang. Pursuant to questioning, Heather Jacobson stated she went to the library alone and did not sit with anyone during fourth period. When asked what items she had in her possession when she arrived in the library, Heather Jacobson stated she had a history book, "lit book," and various folders. Heather Jacobson clarified the above mentioned items were contained in a backpack which she described as "burgundy or maroon" which was manufactured by "Jansport."

Next displayed to Heather Jacobson was a diagram of the library. Heather Jacobson was subsequently asked to identify on the diagram where she sat when she arrived in the library for her fourth hour study hall. Heather Jacobson subsequently placed a dot on what's been identified as table #3, indicating she was facing east. Heather Johnson then placed her initials near that dot.

Heather Jacobson explained during fourth period, she studied alone. When asked if she recalled any unusual activities occurring in the library during fourth period, Heather Jacobson responded by indicating a class (possibly history or government) had come into the library to use the computers. Heather Jacobson stated the above activity was not unusual, but pointed out "it didn't happen every day." Heather Jacobson added she knew there were other students in the library when she arrived, but was not paying any particular attention to their activities. Heather Jacobson reiterated she simply studied alone at her table during fourth period.

Heather Jacobson then pointed out she had no information indicating an incident was going to take place at Columbine High School that date. Heather Jacobson did state she was familiar with some "TCM" members, but clarified she thought they were only associates of that group. When asked to identify those individuals, Heather Jacobson provided the names of "Nicole Markham, Christine Thebault, and Christa Handley." Heather Jacobson stated she was relatively certain the forename individuals knew the actual "TCM" members. Heather Jacobson clarified she did not actually know any of the people listed above and only knew their names.

Heather Jacobson stated at approximately 1110 hours, she recalled hearing the bell ring, ending fourth hour. Heather Jacobson stated she remained in the library at the same location she identified on the diagram and watched various people (unidentified) leave and arrive. Heather Jacobson stated, "a couple of minutes" after the 1110 bell rang, she recalled Patti Blair arriving. Heather Jacobson stated it was a normal routine to meet Patti Blair in the library at the beginning of fifth hour. Heather Jacobson clarified both she and Patti Blair have "A lunch."
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(lunch period beginning at start of fifth hour) Heather Jacobson stated after Patti Blair arrived in the library, she too, sat down at table #3. Using the same diagram, Heather Jacobson then identified the location where Patti Blair sat. IO would note Heather Jacobson placed Patti Blair on the east side of the table (indicating she was facing west) farthest south. For purposes of clarification, Heather Jacobson placed herself on the west side of the table (indicating she was facing east) at the far south end. IO clarified with Heather Jacobson she and Patti Blair were sitting across from each other at table #3.

When asked if she noticed anyone else who had arrived in the library, Heather Jacobson responded in the negative. Heather Jacobson clarified her response by stating she did know people had arrived in the library, but could only recall a few people's names when asked to identify those individuals, Heather Jacobson again referred to Patti Blair, but then made mention of another female student referred to as "Jenny Doyle." According to Heather Jacobson, Jenny Doyle had originally sat down at table #1 in the far east section. At that point, IO asked Heather Jacobson to identify the location of any other individuals who were seated in the east section of the library. Heather Jacobson then placed additional X's at table #1, #4, & #5, in addition to table #2, where six X's were documented. Heather Jacobson clarified table #2 was "full of girls." Heather Jacobson indicated with the exceptions noted above, she did not know anyone else by name who was in the library. When asked if she was aware of individuals who had possibly been located in the center and far west sections, Heather Jacobson responded in the affirmative. Heather Jacobson stated who was certain there were students both in the center and west sections of the library, however, she did not know their names. Heather Jacobson then added she was certain there was another male in the center section, due to the fact, she saw him shot by one of the suspects. IO told Heather Jacobson he would discuss that with her later in the interview.

Heather Jacobson was subsequently asked to describe what occurred after Patti Blair arrived. Heather Jacobson stated she could not specifically recall if Patti Blair arrived prior to, or after the bell indicating the start of fifth hour. Heather Jacobson stated, almost immediately after Patti Blair arrived in the library, the foreman announced she needed to return to her lockers in order to retrieve "some photos for a class." Heather Jacobson stated Patti Blair then left the library, returning a few minutes later. Heather Jacobson stated during Patti Blair's absence, she did not recall any unusual activity occurring in the library.

Heather Jacobson stated several minutes (unable to be exact) after Patti Blair returned to the library, she recalled a "teacher" with short blond hair, running into the library "screaming." Heather Jacobson stated when she first observed the teacher, she
heard her screaming, "everybody get down, everybody get down." Heather Jacobson told 1O it was when she made that observation she also realized the teacher was being followed by a male student whom she could not identify. Heather Jacobson stated the male student appeared to be "bleeding." When asked where she could see blood on that student, Heather Jacobson stated, "On his legs." Heather Jacobson could not provide a description of that student.

Heather Jacobson indicated after seeing the student who appeared to be injured, she again focused her attention on the "teacher" who had now positioned herself behind the main library counter. Heather Jacobson stated the "teacher" then began to use the "phone." Heather Jacobson indicated she could not hear specifically what the "teacher" was saying on the phone, but recalled the aforementioned continuing to yell students in the library to "stay down." Heather Jacobson reported at some point after the "teacher" entered the library, she did make a statement about a "gunman." Heather Jacobson told 10 she initially thought what she was seeing was part of a "sensor prank." Heather Jacobson told 10 she had some reluctance in terms of getting underneath the table, indicating she was not convinced this whole situation was not part of a sensor prank. Heather Jacobson indicated as she continued to hear the "teacher" screaming, she could tell the situation was "real." Heather Jacobson explained it was obvious as the incident continued, the "teacher" who had come into the library was "scared."

Heather Jacobson related while the "teacher" was still speaking on the phone, she along with Patti Blair, positioned themselves underneath table #3. Heather Jacobson stated their positions under the table remained unchanged in terms of Patti Blair being to the east, while she was located to the west. Heather Jacobson stated, based on what she could recall, she believed both of them were seated towards the south end of the table (facing north) with their knees pulled up to their chest.

Heather Jacobson stated approximately one minute after hiding underneath the table, she could no longer hear the "teacher"'s voice. She referred to the "teacher" who was on the telephone. When asked as to the status of the student who had followed the "teacher" into the library, Heather Jacobson explained after her initial observation, she did not see where that individual went.

Heather Jacobson reported about the same time she stopped hearing the "teacher" speaking on the phone, she began to hear rapid "popping noises" which appeared to be coming from "outside the library." Heather Jacobson stated she did not count the exact number of popping noises she initially heard, but stated "there were more than a couple, but less than ten." Heather Jacobson then stated, after hearing the initial popping noises, she then heard what she described as approximately five "loud noises."
Jacobson stated they were very different than the "popping noises." Heather Jacobson further clarified when hearing the loud noises, she could feel the "floor shake." When asked if the five loud noises were in a rapid succession, Heather Jacobson responded in the negative. Heather Jacobson stated the five loud noises she heard occurred over approximately a 30 second to one minute time period. Heather Jacobson further indicated in between the loud noises, she thought she could hear additional "popping noises."

Heather Jacobson next reported, almost immediately after hearing one of the "loud noises," she saw two armed suspects enter the library via the east entrance. Heather Jacobson clarified the two suspects entered together, stating "it looked like they came in together, side by side."

Heather Jacobson was then asked to describe both suspects. Heather Jacobson first described the "tallest" of the two suspects. Heather Jacobson indicated the first suspect was a white male, approximately 18 to 19 years of age, with long shoulder length, dark brown "wavy" hair. Heather Jacobson indicated that suspect was wearing a black trench coat, a olive green or dark color military style pant, with black boots. Heather Jacobson stated that suspect was also wearing a "black" baseball style hat "backwards." Heather Jacobson went on to indicate at a point later in the incident, when the first suspect was standing near her table, she could also see a "box taped to his ankle." When asked to describe the tape, Heather Jacobson stated it was "gray." Heather Jacobson added, she had also heard news reports indicating that the suspects wore masks. Heather Jacobson clarified when the two suspects entered the library, neither was wearing a mask. In respect to the first suspect, Heather Jacobson knew that individual to be Dylan Kielbeld, based on the news photos she had seen.

Heather Jacobson was next asked if she observed any type of weapon associated with the first suspect. Heather Jacobson responded in the affirmative. Heather Jacobson describe the weapon seen by the first suspect as being dark in color, possibly a "dark gray" and was "long." Heather Jacobson then qualified that response by indicating the weapon was "not as long as a rifle." Heather Jacobson was unable to be more specific concerning the suspect's weapon.

In respect to the second suspect, Heather Jacobson again clarified he was the shorter of the two. Heather Jacobson stated the second suspect was also a white male, approximately 18 to 19 years of age, with light brown, short cut hair. In respect to his clothing, Heather Jacobson recalled that suspect wearing a white t-shirt, military style black pant, and black boots. Heather Jacobson pointed out when that suspect had walked over near her table, (later in the incident) she noticed he had blood "smeared" around his mouth. In respect to the second suspect, Heather Jacobson knew that individual to be Eric Harris, based on news
photos she had seen.

When asked if the second suspect was armed, Heather Jacobson responded in the affirmative, but pointed out she did not initially see that suspect with a gun when he entered the library. Heather Jacobson related later in the incident, she saw that suspect with a weapon. When asked to describe that weapon, Heather Jacobson stated it was a "dark color" and appeared to be "smaller" than what she thought "a shotgun would look like." Heather Jacobson reported she basically only saw the "barrel end" of that weapon, thus she could not provide any additional description.

Heather Jacobson was next asked to describe what occurred as the suspects entered the library. Heather Jacobson reported, as both suspects entered the library, they began "yelling." Heather Jacobson stated she could not recall exactly what was yelled by the suspects, but knew they were making statements about "standing up and shooting people." Heather Jacobson related as she watched the suspects, they appeared to proceed west into the library, while making the statements referred to above. Heather Jacobson stated, as the suspects continued towards the west end of the library, she then began to hear "gunshots." Heather Jacobson then drew a line on the diagram indicating where she believed the suspects had initially gone based on hearing the gunshots. Heather Jacobson pointed out to 10 she could not be certain as to the suspects' activity while on the west side of the library, but knew that was the location they initially went and that's where she first heard gunshots.

Heather Jacobson was unable to estimate the number of gunshots she initially heard, but knew they were multiple. Heather Jacobson further indicated after the initial series of gunshots, she again heard the suspects yelling and recalled hearing one comment about how they were going to "blow up the school." Heather Jacobson stated she then heard another series of gunshots, which she believed were "more than ten."

Heather Jacobson clarified she still could not see the suspects, but based on hearing their yells and laughter, she believed they had started moving east in the library, closer to her location. Heather Jacobson stated she could not be positive concerning the sequence of events, but did remember an incident occurring in the center section of the library. When asked to relate that information, Heather Jacobson stated, as the suspects were located in the center section, she heard one of them speaking to a student who was hiding under the table. According to Heather Jacobson, one of the suspects asked the student for his name. Heather Jacobson stated she was certain the student responded, but she could not specifically recall what was said. Heather Jacobson reported after hearing the student respond, the suspect then stated, "get out of here." Heather Jacobson told the suspect possibly used other verbiage when speaking to that student, but she
knew he was indicating that the student should leave the library. According to Heather Jacobson, she did see a student moving towards the front of the library, wearing a dark colored sweatshirt and dark pants. According to Heather Jacobson, that student had blond hair and she was certain he was not one of the individuals who entered the library with the suspects. Heather Jacobson stated that student did, in fact, leave the library via the east entrance. Pursuant to questioning, Heather Jacobson stated she was not certain where that student was located prior to leaving the library, but was relatively certain he was hiding underneath a table somewhere near the middle of the center section. Heather Jacobson was unable to provide any additional information concerning that point.

Heather Jacobson next indicated after the student was told to leave, she then observed the suspect she first described (taller suspect with long hair) walk up to long table #9. According to Heather Jacobson, she was able to see table #9 through a pathway separating the bookshelves in clarified with Heather Jacobson this was the student she referred to earlier who was shot. When asked to describe what that student was wearing, Heather Jacobson stated she believed he was wearing some type of blue shirt and possibly blue jeans. Heather Jacobson was unable to be more specific concerning her observations of that student's appearance.

Heather Jacobson continued with her explanation by stating, as the suspect she first described moved towards table #9, she saw him stop a couple of feet south of that table. Heather Jacobson next heard the suspect state, "hey, something." Heather Jacobson clarified she could not hear exactly what the suspect said, but then saw the "chairs move" that was attempting to conceal the student hiding under the table. According to Heather Jacobson, the suspect either kicked or used his hands to move the chairs. Heather Jacobson explained the chairs were moved in a rapid reckless manner, after which, the victim was shot twice. Heather Jacobson stated it was her recollection after the suspect had shot the victim twice, the other suspect asked, "what was he trying to do, charge you?" Heather Jacobson related there was some laughter regarding that situation, in addition to other comments, but she could not recall any additional detail. After providing the above recollection, Heather Jacobson clarified she did not recall at what point the two above situations occurred, but knew they occurred in the center section of the library.

Heather Jacobson continued with her explanation by explaining, at some point after the suspect's had been to the far west of the library, she knew they had come back to the far east section of the library, where she was located. Heather Jacobson stated she remembered seeing both suspects walking around in that section during the time when they were not talking or firing their weapons. Heather Jacobson stated it was at that point and another point later, where she observed the box taped to the first suspect's
Heather Jacobson next stated at one point, she knew the suspect had walked up to what is identified as table #2. Heather Jacobson stated she recalled hearing gunshots (possibly less than ten) and then observed a female later identified (via news media) as Valeen Schnurr. According to Heather Jacobson, Valeen Schnurr had stood up (possibly after being shot) and stated, "No, no." Heather Jacobson then recalled one of the suspects asking Valeen Schnurr, "Do you believe in God?" According to Heather Jacobson, Valeen Schnurr initially responded, "no," and then changed her answer to "yes." Heather Jacobson then saw the first suspect ask Valeen Schnurr, "Why?" Heather Jacobson indicated the first suspect had blocked her view when speaking with Valeen Schnurr. Heather Jacobson stated Valeen Schnurr responded, "That's how I was raised." According to Heather Jacobson, the first suspect she described, then turned and walked away in a southerly direction. Heather Jacobson stated she was not certain if the first suspect was standing to the east or to the west of table #4 as he began walking south. Heather Jacobson stated after the suspect had walked off, she then saw Valeen Schnurr "covered with blood." Heather Jacobson stated it appeared as though Valeen Schnurr was holding her "left side." When asked if she could describe the shirt Valeen Schnurr was wearing, Heather Jacobson stated all she could remember was that it appeared to be "lavender color." Heather Jacobson indicated she could not see the second suspect during the incident taking place at table #2. Heather Jacobson related she felt certain the second suspect was at table #2 when the shooting started, but she did not see where she went.

Heather Jacobson related around that same time frame, she then became aware the second suspect was standing towards the south windows of the library and had begun "shaking the blinds." Heather Jacobson stated she then heard that suspect "say something about getting the attention of the cops." When asked how she knew it was the second suspect engaged in the above described behavior, Heather Jacobson reported she could still see the first suspect and knew after she had left table #2, he had walked back and stood to the west side of table #1. Heather Jacobson stated she was terrified at that point, knowing the suspect was standing next to the table she was hiding under. Heather Jacobson related as the first suspect stood next to her table, he then bent down and could see both she and Patti Blair. According to Heather Jacobson, after the suspect looked at them for a moment, he then said the word "pathetic" (referring to herself and Patti Blair). According to Heather Jacobson, the suspect then walked off in a southerly direction. According to Heather Jacobson, the suspect was walking back towards table #5, and it was at that time, she began to hear additional gunshots coming from the south end of the library.

According to Heather Jacobson, the suspects then walked around.
the south end of the library and made their way back up through the middle section, proceeding north. Heather Jacobson indicated it was possibly at that time, she had made observations about the suspects in the center section as previously described in this report. Heather Jacobson again indicated it was possible the chronology of her recollection was not exact.

Heather Jacobson next recalled seeing the first suspect behind the main counter area of the library. Heather Jacobson told IO it appeared as though the suspect was pointing his gun into one of the corner alcoves. Heather Jacobson stated she then observed the suspect "throw this chair at a computer." The computer was on the main counter. Heather Jacobson stated she did not hear any gunshots at that point. Heather Jacobson next observed both suspects walking out of the library, via the east entrance/exit and it appeared they walked south down the hall.

Heather Jacobson told IO, after approximately one minute had passed, she did not recall hearing any gunshots or explosions in the library. Heather Jacobson indicated she had seen the suspects leave, however, was fearful they may be nearby. Heather Jacobson reported it was around that same time frame, she began to see people moving towards the north end of the library in an effort to escape. According to Heather Jacobson, she then moved through the library making her way up towards the computer tables, after which she proceeded north to the exit. When asked if she knew the whereabouts of Patti Blair, Heather Jacobson indicated Patti Blair remained hiding under table #3 at the time she left. Heather Jacobson clarified, Patti Blair eventually made her way out of the library.

According to Heather Jacobson, at the point she exited the library, she observed a marked police unit parked to the northwest (in the direction of the athletic fields). Heather Jacobson stated she immediately ran to the police car and recalled approximately one minute after arriving at that location, observed Patti Blair exit the library via the same north door. According to Heather Jacobson, Patti Blair also made her way to the police unit, where they remained until they were evacuated.

Pursuant to questioning, Heather Jacobson stated she believed it was approximately five minutes after arriving at the marked police unit that other police cars arrived and began to evacuate the injured. Heather Jacobson stated the most seriously injured were evacuated first. Heather Jacobson told IO, after the injured had been evacuated, she too was taken from the scene and taken to a place of safety. When asked if she recalled seeing anyone else out by the police car while she was at that location, Heather Jacobson responded in the affirmative. Heather Jacobson stated she recalled seeing a female student she knew as "Crystal Woodman," in addition to a male student, whom she only knew as "Austin." Heather Jacobson stated she believed "Austin" was a "junior."
Heather Jacobson indicated she could not recall any additional names of students who were located behind the police car, prior to being evacuated.

When asked if she could recall any additional information related to this incident, Heather Jacobson responded in the affirmative. Heather Jacobson stated, prior to the suspects entering the library, she recalled a male teacher coming from a back room of the library (north area) and advising everyone to leave. Heather Jacobson stated, she recalled seeing that teacher sometime around when the female teacher entered and began yelling. When asked to describe the male teacher, Heather Jacobson stated she believed he was a white male, middle aged, with thinning hair. Heather Jacobson stated she believed the teacher was "tall" and was wearing a teal colored shirt. Heather Jacobson reiterated she believed the teacher came from a back area of the library, around the time frame when the female teacher had entered. Heather Jacobson stated after her initial observation of the male teacher, her attention was then focused on the female teacher, thus she did not know where he went. Heather Jacobson was unable to provide any additional information concerning this investigation. To subsequently concluded his interview with Heather Jacobson.

See the diagram prepared by Heather Jacobson for complete details.
The following supplemental report is related to DN #4951.

During the week beginning on 05/24/99 Detective Boatright (IO) was requested to assist Detective Batten and Sergeant West (members of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Office) with contacts related to family members of deceased victims as well as surviving victims and their families. Specifically during that week, arrangements had been made to allow the aforementioned groups of people to enter the library (scheduled individually by family) and observe the crime scene in a general overview. IO's presence was requested to answer general questions related to events occurring in the library. IO was also asked to be present in the event a surviving witness/victim had an additional recollection while viewing the crime scene.

IO would note he was assigned as a team leader to the library which then gave him the responsibilities of conducting the investigation concerning the events related to the witnesses' recollections at that location. As a result, IO conducted numerous interviews with surviving library witnesses/victims and had also reviewed all other interviews conducted with surviving witnesses/victims from that same location. As of the date indicated above, IO was very familiar with witness accounts of the events occurring in the library during the incident on 04/20/99.

On 05/28/99 at approximately 1400 hours, IO was present in the library during the time Heather Jacobson and her parents were present. At the time IO along with the above named were located near table #3 while Heather Jacobson provided an account of the incident to her parents. IO would note the account supplied by Heather Jacobson was consistent with the account she had previously provided IO related to this investigation. See APD report DET46 for complete details of that interview.

As previously noted, Heather Jacobson's statement was consistent, however, while present in the library, the fermenated did have one additional recollection. Specifically, Heather Jacobson recalled seeing Eric Harris emerge from between the bookshelves and briefly stand to the west of table #1. Heather Jacobson stated she made the above observation around the time shots started being fired on the east side of the library. IO clarified with Heather Jacobson prior to that point, she was aware gunshots had been fired on the far west side of the library. IO confirmed with Heather Jacobson she was certain Eric Harris had walked through an opening in the bookshelves to arrive at the far east section around the time gunfire erupted on the east side of the library. The remainder of Heather Jacobson's statement was consistent.
Defendant: Harris/Klebold
Date: April 26, 1999
Deputy D.A.: Pautler

Docket Number:
Case Number: 99A062
Investigator: Gallagher M.

On April 26, 1999 this investigator conducted an interview with Hedi Johnson, who was in the library when several of her classmates were shot and killed. The interview took place at Ms. Johnson's residence along with her mother Kathy Johnson and her father. Ms. Johnson made the following statements.

Ms. Johnson stated she is a sophomore at Columbine High School. On April 20, 1999 at approximately 11:10 A.M. to 11:15 A.M. she went to the library to do homework. She was sitting at the first row of tables at the west end of the library just down from the computers. For details see attached diagram.

Ms. Johnson stated she started her homework. At approximately 11:25 A.M. to 11:30 A.M. she heard some loud explosions. She thought it was somebody doing construction.

Ms. Johnson stated a blond female teacher, whom she did not know came into the the library and said somebody had been shot. The teacher instructed everyone in the library to get under the tables. Ms. Johnson stated you could hear gunshots coming from what is called the commons area. You could see explosions and smoke coming from the hallway outside the library's main entrance.

Ms. Johnson stated she got under her table in a crunched down position. She saw two gunmen enter the library through the main entrance of the library. She described number one gunman as tall
wearing a black trench coat with a black hat. He had an ammunition belt draped around him. The second gunman was wearing a white T shirt with red on the shirt. He was wearing army pants. He did not have on a coat, nor was he wearing a hat. He shot himself in the nose. Ms. Johnson overheard him say to the other gunman "Oh man I shot my nose". Ms. Johnson stated she heard this comment when the two gunmen were coming over to her section in the library.

Ms. Johnson stated when the gunmen first entered the library, they told everyone to get up from underneath the tables if you wanted to live. Ms. Johnson stated nobody got up. Everybody was sitting real still. The next thing you heard were girl screams and gunshots.

Ms. Johnson stated she heard the gunmen making fun with a kid with glasses. She thought this kid might have been handicapped. The gunmen were asking him questions and then they shot him in the head. She believes this boy was sitting in the middle section of the library.

Ms. Johnson stated the gunmen came to the section of the library where she was. She saw the gunmen shoot the black boy. After shooting the black boy she heard one of the gunmen ask the other one if he was dead yet. We will shoot him again. They then shot him again.

Ms. Johnson stated the gunmen started saying all you guys with white hats are going to die. The gunmen asked another kid if he played sports. The gunmen went to the girls, who were crouched under the computers cubicles and shot them. From there she thinks they shot the windows out on the west side of the library. One of the gunmen told the other gunman there was a cop outside. The gunman started shooting at the cop. The gunmen came back to the front of the library and started shooting at the front desk. After shooting at the front desk the gunmen went over by the computers and discussed ways of blowing up the library. The two gunmen left
the library by the main entrance. They never came back. She heard more explosions and the floor was shaking. She surmised the gunmen had gone down to the commons area.

Ms. Johnson stated you knew they left because you did not hear any more gunshots or screams. Ms. Johnson stated she stood up and saw Craig Scott, who had been under the table with the black boy. She suggested to Craig, as well as others kids who were in the library they should go hide in the conference rooms. On there way to the conference room they saw an exit sign. They ran for the exit and got out of the building. They ran down the hill outside where they saw a police car. They hid behind the police car.

Ms. Johnson was asked if she ever saw the two gunmen come back into the library. Ms. Johnson stated they never came back to the library.

In addition Ms. Johnson stated the kids, who had there feet or hands sticking out from under the table the gunmen would shoot at there feet and hands.

Ms. Johnson stated other people identified in the library that she knew are Emily Wyant, Joshua Lapp, Craig Scott, and a girl identified only as Brittany.
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Defendant: Harris/Klebold  Docket Number:  
Date: May 6, 1999  Case Number: 99AO62  
Deputy D.A.: Investigator: Gallagher M.  

On May 5, 1999 I received a page from the Columbine Task Force Command Center. They advised me that they received a telephone call from Kathy Johnson. Kathy Johnson is the mother of Hedi Johnson. I interviewed Hedi Johnson in reference to the Columbine case. Kathy and Hedi had additional information.

On this same date I contacted Kathy Johnson by telephone. Ms. Johnson made the following statements.

Ms. Johnson stated Hedi remembered hearing the gunmen in the library making a statement to the other gunmen he wanted to cut somebody. He wanted to see how it felt to cut someone.

In addition Ms. Johnson stated she worked for the No No Restaurant. A fellow employee, identified as Rob Phye, told her Joel Cline a friend of his gave him information concerning the Columbine shooting. Joel Cline supposedly told Mr. Phye he was on the phone with Brooks Brown on the day of the shooting. Cline told Brooks Brown, as the shooting was going down that something big is going to happen and he did not think those guys were going to come out alive.

Ms. Johnson stated Rob Phye was at work. The phone number for No No's Restaurant is 303-948-3263.
This investigator called Mr. Phye at the above number. Mr. Phye confirmed part of the conversation with Joel Cline. Mr. Phye stated he believes Joel Cline was having the conversation with Brooks Brown on the day of the shooting.

I asked Mr. Phye if Joel Cline would speak to us regarding this information. Mr. Phye stated he thought so. Mr. Phye provided phone number 303-972-8782 for Joel Cline.

I attempted to call Joel Cline at the above number however, Joel Cline was not there. I left my phone number.

I made out a lead sheet on the above information and turned it in at the Command Center.

Nothing further.

Investigator: [Signature]

Date: 5-4-99
WITNESS:

HEIDI JOHNSON, DOB/05-04-83
6590 Jay Drive
Littleton, Colorado 80123
(303) 795-9189

INVESTIGATION:

On 6-11-99, at about 1030 hours, I met with Heidi Johnson at her residence. Johnson is a sophomore at Columbine High School and was present in the library on 4-20-99. I asked Johnson to share with me her observations in the library on that day Johnson was originally interviewed by District Attorney Investigator Mike Gallagher on 4-26-99. This is a supplement to his report. His control number is DN1110.

Johnson stated that on 4-20-99 she was dropped off at school at about 0730 hours by her father. She went to her first period class, which was Chemistry with Mr. Friesen. Second period was journalism with Ms. Jankowski. Johnson did not pay attention to the announcement which were made during second period. Third period she had language arts with Mrs. Abbott. Fourth period she had math with Mr. Bundy. Johnson has "A" lunch, which begins immediately after fourth period.

Johnson stated that on that morning, between first and fourth period, nothing unusual happened. I asked her what her familiarity was with the "Trench Coat Mafia." She stated that she knew the term "Trench Coat Mafia" and that it was associated with a group of students in the school. She did not know the people involved in it. She saw no one in trench coats that morning at school. She has no one associated with the "Trench Coat Mafia" in any of her classes. Johnson also stated that she was not in the cafeteria that morning.

JC-001-000442

For "A" lunch Johnson went to the library. It was about 1115 hours. She sat at table #17, as it appears on the map that I showed
her. She stated she was sitting on the northeast corner of the table, facing west.

Johnson stated that she heard two "bangs," which she thought were coming down the northwest hallway by the conference rooms. She thought it had to do with some kind of construction work. She heard some of the students nearby saying, "Let's go see. What was that?" She stated none of the students actually got up and went looking to find out what the sound was about. Johnson went back to reading.

Teacher Patricia Neilson came into the library. Because Neilson was loud it caught Johnson's attention. She turned to her right to look back at Neilson. Neilson ran around the front part of the librarian main desk, towards the west, and then back behind the desk. She got on the phone. Johnson remembers Neilson saying that a kid had been shot. Neilson was yelling for the other kids to get under the tables. Johnson hesitated because she thought it was a joke. Eventually Johnson decided to get under the table. She stated she sat underneath the table, in the middle, facing north. She stated she was alone underneath table 17. Once under the table she began to hear screams coming from the commons area below her. She heard two to three gunshots.

From Johnson's position under table 17 she could see into the hallway outside the entrance of the library. She heard two explosions and saw a flash of light. Smoke then could be seen in the hallway and in the east area of the library. Johnson stated she could smell the smoke.

Johnson saw two gunmen enter the library. I asked her to describe the first suspect who entered. She stated he was a white male, wearing a white shirt, that had something red on it. He was wearing army fatigue pants that were tan, black and white in color. He had brownish blond hair, very short, like a crew-cut. Johnson could not recall if he was wearing a hat, but she did not think he was.

JC-001-000443

Johnson stated that this first suspect who entered had bullets draped across his shoulders. He was holding a gun that had a short barrel, possibly in his right hand. She described the gun as looking like her father's air pellet gun. She did not take note of the suspect's shoes. Suspect one entered the library and walked in front of the main librarian desk. He stopped in the area between
the reference desk and the trophy case. Johnson described suspect #1 as doing most of the talking. She described him as being smaller in stature than the second suspect. Suspect #1 yelled, "Everybody get up from underneath the tables if you want to live." Johnson stated nobody got up. Suspect #1 then said, "Get ready to die." After the shooting at Columbine High School, Johnson was watching the television newscast which showed pictures of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. She identified Eric Harris as being suspect #1.

Johnson then described suspect #2, who she identified later as Dylan Klebold from TV news reports. Klebold entered the library after Harris. She described Klebold as a white male with long greasy brown hair, shoulder length. He was wearing a big black trench coat, black pants, black boots, and a black hat. Klebold was taller than Harris. She thinks that Klebold had something written on his black T-shirt. She thought the letters might possibly have been white.

Johnson described Klebold has having "artillery strapped around him over his shoulder." Johnson remembers seeing Klebold 'cock a shotgun' when he entered the library. I asked her to demonstrate to me what she saw. She placed a hand up in front of her moving it up and back in a sliding motion. I asked her if anything ejected from the shotgun. She stated she saw nothing eject. Johnson described Klebold as using his left hand to hold the bottom of the shotgun and his right hand to do the sliding motion. I asked her if she was certain it was Klebold doing this. She stated she remembers specifically that it was the suspect in the long black trench coat. Johnson stated that Klebold would follow Harris as Harris would move. Klebold had a "smirk" on his face, and was not saying a lot. The two suspects then walked towards the west end of the library. Johnson remembers hearing one of the suspects say, "If you have a white hat on, get ready to die."

Johnson stated she kept her eyes open during the time the suspects were in the library. Johnson stated there was a female student who had been sitting at the table marked #18 on the map. This female student moved to the second or third cubby underneat the south computer table. A second female student was under the cubby just to the west of the cubby that the girl at number 18 went under. This second female student had been sitting in a soft chair next to the west windows. These two female students were later identified as Amanda Stair, who had been at table 18, and Casey Reussaeger, who had been sitting in the soft chair. Johnson could not recall any gunshots or statements by the suspects or their movements when they were
initially by the computer tables.

Johnson stated she heard Harris shouting remarks at the table marked #16 on the map. She did not look back to see what was happening at that table. She heard Harris say, "We have a nigger here." Johnson then heard at least two gunshots, possibly several. She stated she was not aware that there was a black person in the library. She did not look back towards table 16 and therefore did not witness the shooting at that table.

Johnson describes that Harris moved to the west and began shooting out the west window. She heard him say, "There's a cop, let's get that cop." She stated that Harris remained in the area near the west windows for a while. She did not see were Klebold was at this time. At one point she did see Klebold by Harris, near the west windows, but she does not recall seeing which direction Klebold came from. She stated that Harris was the only one she saw shooting out the windows. She remembers hearing the comments from the suspects that this was the best day of their lives.

Johnson stated that Klebold had a long shotgun. She watched as Klebold stood on the north side of table 18. She stated he stuck around that area for a while. She recalls Klebold stating that he needed to "get shells." Johnson remarked that it seemed as though Klebold was always following Harris. Johnson stated that while she was under table 17 she observed shotgun shells rolling on the ground by her table, in the area between table 18 and table 17. She stated she recalls seeing the plastic caps on the shotgun shells. The shells did not look like they had been fired.

Johnson then described seeing Klebold stick a shotgun into the cubbies which are on the south side of the south computer table. She stated it looked as though he was going down the table shooting under the cubbies. I asked her how many shots she heard. She stated two shots. She believes he shot into two cubbies. She remembers hearing Klebold call one of the girls a "bitch." Johnson stated she did not have a visual of the victims underneath the computer table because the table itself blocked her view of them. She stated when the students were shot she heard a brief sound, but no screams.

I asked Johnson if she had taken the tour of the library given by the Sheriff's Department the previous week. She stated she
had. I questioned Johnson about her identification of Klebold as the shooter of the students underneath the south computer table. She states that the person who shot those students was dressed all in black. I asked her if the person could have had white on, and she stated she did not see any white.

Johnson stated that both suspects would talk to each other continually. She stated she then heard Harris mention that he had shot himself in his nose. She heard him laughing. She then heard Klebold ask him, “Why'd you do that?” Johnson then saw that Harris was bleeding from his nose. She did not recall the timing of this event.

At one point, Johnson stated, both suspects were standing west of table #17. The suspects were standing next to each other. They had a conversation about a black student, later identified as Isaiah Shoals. One suspect said, “Is that nigger dead yet?” Another comment was made to “Shoot him again.” She stated she then heard a gunshot nearby. Johnson stated that both suspects then left the west area of the library. She did not know the route that they took. She did not see their feet, and she did not see the suspects again for a while.

Johnson also mentioned that while the suspects were on the west side of the library, one of them mentioned about cutting someone. She stated that she never saw a knife and she believed that the suspects made this comment prior to going into or towards the middle section of the library.

Johnson began to hear girls screaming from the east side of the library. Gunfire was also heard. She recalls hearing some students yell, “I can’t believe you did that!” and “You shot her!” Johnson does not remember hearing any words from the suspects at this time.

The next thing that Johnson recalls is seeing both suspects back again in front of the south computer table. She states both were plotting on how they were going to set off bombs. At one point Harris peeked under her table. She stated she did not make eye contact with him. He then moved on. Both suspects walked back towards the east, on the south side of the librarian’s desk. Johnson describes one of the suspects, whom she could not identify, as shooting the north wall of the library in a sweeping
motion. She stated she heard glass shattering. She stated it was several shots from an automatic weapon.

Johnson also stated that prior to seeing the suspects back at the computer table, she heard a comment about glasses. She stated this comment was not said by the suspects while they were in the west section of the library. She stated they must have been nearby this section, possibly in the middle section. She stated they were making fun of the person with glasses, although she could not remember the words that they said. I asked her if she recalled the suspects asking anyone questions. She stated she did not.

Johnson stated she knew that the suspects then left the library, but she did not actually see them exit. It was quiet for a short while, then she heard two explosions coming from underneath her. The floor would shake. She decided to get up. She saw Craig Scott standing up. She said to him that they should go. She first ran into the southern most conference room, located on the northwest hallway. She stated after she entered that room briefly she heard someone say, "There's an exit." She stated the students then ran out the northwest exit. When she exited the library she saw a patrol car. Two police officers had their guns drawn and were behind the patrol car. The officers were yelling, "Come on kids!" The students ran behind the car for safety. Once behind the patrol car she stated that the officers told them to comfort the wounded kids. She stated she helped Dan Steepleton.

The students had to wait a short while before other patrol cars came to evacuate them. The injured students were evacuated first. She remembers helping "a big kid" into a car. The patrol car then took them to a cul-de-sac in a nearby neighborhood. Once she was in the cul-de-sac she began to help Mark Kintgen, who had an injury to his head.

The two maps used in my interview with Heidi Johnson are submitted with this report.

**DISPOSITION:** Open.
WITNESS:

LOIS KEAN
6974 West Hinsdale Drive
Littleton, Colorado 80123
(303) 972-9528

INVESTIGATION:

On 5-27-99, I interviewed Lois Kean. Kean is the library assistant at Columbine High School. I asked her to tell me her observations and activities on 4-20-99. This supplement is connected to control number DN3585.

Kean stated that she arrived at Columbine on 4-20-99 at about 0700 hours. She parked her car in the teachers lot. She entered the school through the main entrance and walked west down the north main hallway to the library. When she entered the library, she began to work at the front main counter. She stated that Carole Weld was there.

Kean stated that she was familiar with Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold’s faces, but she did not know their names. She did not see either of the suspects at any time on 4-20-99. Kean stated that everything appeared to be going as usual in the library that morning, with the exception of the detection system. She said that the detection system located at the library’s entrance was activating when students would walk through it. The students were checked, but none of them had anything on them that they were not supposed to have. This problem had been going on the previous day, 4-19-99.

Kean stated that she was at the main librarian counter with Carole Weld when she heard noise coming from the northwest exit. She stated that there is a door at the exit which the librarians prop open for ventilation. The door is generally opened 1/4 to 1/3 of the way and held open by a wooden peg. She stated that a person could get through the opening. The librarians pull a laminating machine across the door’s opening so that students will not go in and out. Kean described the noise as “a big
hammer knocking wood shelves apart."

I asked Kean if there were individual sounds or several sounds close together. She said they "seemed like a lot of them close together." Kean turned to Weld and asked her if she knew anything about the sound. Weld told her she was going to go check it out. Kean told me that Weld went to a west conference room in the library and looked out the window. Weld then went to teacher Rich Long and asked him to come look. She wanted to know if it was for real. Kean stated that she followed Long and Weld to the north conference room, which is at the end of the west hallway. Kean stated that she did not enter the conference room, but Long and Wells did. Long told Wells, "This is real, get down, get down!"

Kean went back into the main library. There she saw a male student lying on the floor behind the main librarian counter. The male, who was later identified as Brian Anderson, stated, "I’ve been shot. I’ve been shot." Teacher Peggy Nielsen was on the librarian’s phone. She was yelling at the students to get down. Kean checked on Brian Anderson’s condition while Weld went into the kitchen room and used that phone to call the front office to ask them for help.

When Weld got off the phone, she and Kean went directly into the RNN room, which is to the north of the kitchen. The two hid in the sound booth. Inside the sound booth they were underneath the desk in a cubicle area.

Kean stated she did not keep track of time. Kean stated she periodically asked Weld what time it was. Kean stated that the door leading into the sound booth was locked and that during their time in the sound booth no one tried to get into that room by turning the handle. Kean stated there is some machinery running in that room. She does not remember hearing any screaming or yelling. She does remember hearing pipe bongos go off and what she believes to be a shotgun. She also heard a door opening and closing. She never overheard a conversation while in the RNN room.

There is no phone located in the sound booth, so Weld and Kean could not make any phone calls. Kean stated that it seemed to be after 1300 hours when she and Weld decided to leave the sound booth in the RNN room and go back into the kitchen. She stated she had been in the sound booth for perhaps a couple hours by that name.
Kean stated that Weld looked into the library from a doorway and saw a student with a hole in his back draped over a chair or table. Weld pointed out to Kean where the boy was shot at. Kean pointed out to Weld where the shotgun casing was in the audio visual room. It is unknown whether that shotgun shell was spent.

Kean stated that Patty Neilsen opened a cupboard door in the kitchen while Kean was in the kitchen. Neilsen had been hiding in the small cupboard area. Neilsen did not come out from the cupboard. Kean squatted down and spoke with her. They discussed the fact that they had no indication that the school had been cleared and that it was safe to come out. Kean told Neilsen where she and Weld were hiding.

Weld and Kean both got their purses out of their locker, which is in the kitchen, and went back into the sound booth in the RNN room. I asked Kean if she heard anything while she was in the kitchen. She stated it was “eerie quiet.” She stated the fire alarm was going off and she could hear a “ding, ding” sound coming from the elevator. She heard no voices or gunshots.

Kean estimates that it was sometime between 1300 and 1330 hours when she and Weld went back into the RNN sound booth. She stated that five minutes after getting back into the booth they heard more shooting. She stated it was a round of shots, definitely more than two, and had an automatic sound to it. She stated that it sounded close and she thought that Patty Neilsen had been shot. She heard no voices.

At one point while Kean was in the booth she heard the sound of “big trucks.” She thought perhaps she was hearing the sound through the opened west door which they had propped open. She did not know what time she heard the sound of engines revving. Kean also stated that there was a point when she smelled smoke while in the RNN room, but she did not know when that time was. After hearing a round of shots five minutes after returning to the sound booth, Kean stated there were no further gunshots heard.

Kean stated that she and Weld remained in the sound booth for a long time. At one point they pulled out chairs and sat on them. They faced each other so that each of them could watch the other’s back. Kean stated they entered into the main RNN area a
couple times. She stated she looked out the door window on the door which is on the west side of the RNN room. It looks out onto the northwest hallway, which leads to the exit. She saw gun powder on that hallway’s floor. She stated that the west exit door was still propped open, but the lamination machine had been pushed sideways.

The two women then entered the kitchen for a second time. Weld went to the doorway of the audio visual room. Weld told Kean that she heard an authoritative voice in the hallway. Weld looked into the hallway and saw a SWAT team member. The SWAT team member asked her, “How many of there are you?” Weld answered, “Three.” The SWAT officer then instructed the three women to come out of the library from the audio visual room. Kean had gone back into the kitchen and said to the cupboard that Nielsen had previously been in, “Come on Patty, lets go.” Nielsen then opened the cupboard door and got out from the cupboard.

The women went to the top of the stairway. They were instructed to keep their hands on their heads. When they went down to the first landing on the stairs they were given further instructions by SWAT team members. They then went into the cafeteria and through the cafeteria to exit the west doors. The SWAT team members told Kean and Weld not to touch anything because there were bombs in the area. Once they exited the west doors of the cafeteria, they ran up the steps where they were contacted by police officers who evacuated them from the school. Kean stated that while she was going up the steps from the cafeteria she saw a dead boy lying on the steps. Kean stated that science teacher Kent Friesen was led out by the SWAT team at the same time they were evacuated. Kean estimated the time that she had the other two teachers were rescued out of the kitchen area was about 15:20 hours.

**DISPOSITION:** Open.
ASSIGNED TO:
Agent Larry A. Brown, Colorado Bureau of Investigation, 690 Kipling St., Suite 4000, Denver, CO, 802125, phone (303) 239-4211.

DATE/TIME of INTERVIEW: Initial interview, April 20, 1999, between 12:30 p.m. and 2 p.m. Follow up interview, April 28, 1999, 10:30 a.m.

PLACE of INTERVIEW: Initial interview, near Columbine High School on Caley CT., Littleton, CO Follow up interview, telephonic to his residence

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEW THE FOLLOWING,
Byron James KIRKLAND, DOB: 06-22-83, 5951 W. Chestnut Ave, Littleton, CO, 80123, Phone (303) 973-1408

KIRKLAND stated that he was sitting in the middle of the library when a female teacher ran in and told everyone to get down because there was a guy with a gun in the hallway. KIRKLAND moved to another location and got under a table near the window. KIRKLAND stated he did not see the shooters enter the library but he witnessed one of the shooters kill an unidentified female. The shooter had short brown hair, thin build, and was shorter than the other assailant. The shooter reached under a table with a sawed off shotgun and said, "Peek-a-boo" and shot the girl. KIRKLAND could hear the two assailants "booting and bollering" as they moved back and forth in the library shooting people. The two assailants left the library, possibly going to the cafeteria. KIRKLAND left the library through a rear emergency exit and ran to a police patrol car that was approximately 25 yards away. KIRKLAND provided the name of Joshua LAPP, a friend of his that was in the library with him. KIRKLAND stated that LAPP was with him and gave LAPP the telephone for an interview by Agent Brown.

LARRY A. BROWN
Agent
Colorado Bureau of Investigation
Byron James Kirkland, date of birth June 22, 1983, 5951 West Chestnut Avenue, Littleton, Colorado 80128, telephone number (303) 973-1468, was interviewed at his home in the presence of his parents, Joan "Rusty" Adinolfe and Charles Adinolfe. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, Kirkland furnished the following information:

Kirkland is a Sophomore at Columbine High School. His first class of the day is Science with Mr. Kraft during first period. This class runs from 7:30 a.m. to 8:20 a.m. Second period runs from 8:25 a.m. to 9:20 a.m. Kirkland has this period off and usually will go eat at Burger King. On April 20, 1999, he instead went to the Commons to help his friend Matt Wills with his homework. Kirkland did not see anything unusual or out of the ordinary in the Commons during that period. Second period is extended an additional five minutes for the broadcasting of the Rebels News Network and the school announcements. Kirkland remembers watching the announcements that morning but does not recall anything unusual about them. Fourth period runs from 10:20 a.m. to 11:10 a.m. Kirkland also has this class period open and would typically go out to eat or go to the Library to study.

On April 20, 1999 during forth period, Kirkland went to the Library to study. Kirkland could not specifically remember which table he sat at but thought it might have been table #9 or #10. Kirkland was advised that his backpack was found at table #8. He agreed that table #8 was probably the table that he sat down at to study. Kirkland studied through the fourth period ending at 11:10 a.m. Fifth period or "A" Lunch begins at 11:15 a.m. Kirkland has "A" Lunch and remained in the Library. At approximately 11:20 a.m., Aaron Cohn, Josh Lapp, Brittaney Bollerud came and sat down at his table. A minute or two after they sat down, Craig Scott came over to their table and talked with them about some homework. Scott left the table after a couple of minutes and went back to his own table on the west side of the Library.

A minute or two after Scott left their table, a lady ran into the Library saying something to the effect "get down
underneath the desk' and something about someone having a gun. 
Thinking this may be some type of morning announcement or a skit 
by a video class, Kirkland stood up in confusion. He then heard 
a couple of gunshots go off in the hallway outside the Library. 
Cohn was also standing when Kirkland heard these gunshots. He 
does not recall if somebody again said to get under their desks. 
Cohn and Kirkland both ran to the west side of the Library and 
got under table #20. He did see Lapp and Bollerud get under the 
table #8.

Kirkland crawled under the middle part of the table 
with his primary view being of table #19. Underneath the table 
with him were Cohn, a Hispanic girl named "Bre", a white male 
student and a black student named Andrew Fair. Attachment A is a 
copy of a diagram of the Library at Columbine High School. On 
the diagram, Kirkland noted where he and the others sat 
underneath table #20. Cohn and the girl named Bre were actually 
not under the table, but were between the table and the 
bookshelves with chairs placed in front of them. Fair was on the 
south side of the table on the outside of the leg for the table. 
The other white male student was on the north side of the table, 
but still inside the legs. Several chairs were on the east side 
of the table which blocked Kirkland's view of the area around 
tables numbered #15 and #16.

Immediately after getting under table #20, the Library 
was extremely quiet and Kirkland could hear a female teacher on 
the telephone. He then heard a scream from the front area of the 
Library followed by two gunshots. The next thing he heard were 
gunshots within the Library near the librarian's desk.

Kirkland then heard someone walking back and forth near 
the reference table. He could hear two male voices hollering. 
The individuals were making statements including something to the 
effect of "all jocks in here are going to die" and "all jocks 
stand up." He did not remember seeing anyone stand up after the 
statements were made. The gunmen also made a statement about 
shooting anyone wearing a hat. Kirkland had a black Whitesox hat 
on and when he heard the comment about shooting anyone with a 
hat, he took it off and held it.

Kirkland then heard multiple gunshots up in the west 
part of the Library near the computer tables. He did not recall
specifically any comments made by the gunmen or how many gunshots he heard. Kirkland's view of that area was blocked by the tables and chairs around him. He then saw a gunman near table number nineteen #19. The gunman was a white male and was wearing a white shirt, black pants. He had light brown hair and was very skinny. The gunman was holding a sawed-off shotgun. Kirkland could not recall in which hand he carried the shotgun. The gunman reach down under table #19 and shot one of the female students under the table. Kirkland did not recall hearing any statement by the gunman or the gunmen having a conversation with the victim prior to the gunshot. After seeing the shooting at table #19, Kirkland glanced back over his shoulder looking toward tables #15 and #16. Kirkland saw and heard a gunman shooting. He could only see the gun held by the gunman as his view was blocked by the chairs on the east side of the table. He could give no description for this gunman. After seeing and hearing this other gunman, Kirkland immediately turned his head away.

Shortly after hearing the gunshots near tables #15 and #16, Kirkland heard one of the gunmen state something to the effect of "look at this little nigger." Following this statement, he heard two or three gunshots. One of the gunman then said "is he dead" which was followed by a "yes" response from the other gunman. As the gunmen were still within the west section of the Library or as they were moving away from that section, he heard one of the gunmen state "got to reload."

The gunmen then moved to an area further away from the west side and the shooting continued. Kirkland was not looking around the Library from this position because his view was limited. After the gunmen left his section of the Library, he mostly kept his head down and only heard multiple gunshots in the other parts of the Library. Kirkland was unable to give any movement for the gunman in the other parts of the Library. He did hear lots of explosions within the Library while the gunmen were shooting. He could not specifically recall the sequence of when those explosions occurred and in what parts of the Library. The explosions did cause parts of the ceiling to begin falling and caused wood chips to fly around Kirkland's table. The explosions also made the rocks on top of the roof sound like they were jumping.
Kirkland thought the gunmen were in the Library for approximately 45 minutes. Kirkland had not looked at his watch but stated it seemed the gunmen were in the Library for that period of time. Approximately half way through the time the gunmen were in the Library, he heard one of the gunmen state "I've wanted to kill someone with a knife." He heard the gunman state this and saw one of them reach down his leg to grab a knife that was on his ankle. He could not specifically remember where the gunman was standing when he made the statement, but thought it was near the area of table #19. After making the statement and reaching for the knife, the gunman walked back toward the center area of the Library. Kirkland was unable to further describe the clothing worn by that gunman and did not know if it was the same gunman he saw shoot the female student under table #19.

Kirkland does remember hearing one of the gunmen state something to the effect of "we're going to burn this place up." He thought the statement was made in a tone that the gunman wanted the students to try to get up and run out. He cannot specifically remember at what point this occurred during the shootings or in what part of the Library the gunmen were. Just prior to the gunmen leaving the Library, he did hear one of them state "we're going to blow up the whole Library." He knew this was prior to the gunmen leaving because several minutes after the statement, he could hear gunfire in other parts of the school. He did not specifically see the gunmen leave the Library and only believed they were gone after hearing the gunshots in the other part of the school.

Just after hearing the gunshots in another part of the school, Kirkland saw one of the students get up and start to run towards the back door. When nothing happened, everyone in the area started to get up and exit towards the back door. As he was running to the back door along the west windows, he noticed the Library was filled with smoke. Kirkland's concentration was solely on exiting the Library and he did not look around the Library. He did remember seeing kids in the offices, along the hallway, leading to the back door. After running out the back door of the Library, he ran up the grass hill and hid behind a police car.

There were approximately 35 people hiding behind the police car. Kirkland recalled seeing Lapp, Bollerud, Cohn, and
Jessica Holliday behind the car. Kirkland regularly sees Holliday in the Library and she usually sits at table #1.

The students waited behind the police cars until other police cars came down to their location. These police cars shuttled the injured students away first. Several more police cars came and shuttled more students away. Kirkland got into the last or second to the last car and was dropped off behind the equipment shed. He then walked from the equipment shed behind the big hill to a cul-de-sac in the neighborhood bordering Clement Park.

At the cul-de-sac, Kirkland was able to use a telephone furnished by a neighbor. Kirkland called home to let his parents know he was okay. The caller ID (identification) at the Kirkland residence listed the phone that he called from to a Kurt Madsen, 7769 West Caley, telephone number (303) 979-1522.

Kirkland has a black backpack that he left at his table in the Library. The backpack had a hole in part of the bottom. The backpack contained schoolbooks and papers. He had no valuables in his backpack. Kirkland could not recall his locker number but knew it to be in the math hall. His locker did contain school books but no valuable property. Kirkland did not use his locker a whole lot as it seemed to jam a lot.

Kirkland did not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. Kirkland did know of the Trench Coat Mafia. Kirkland thought most of the members of that group graduated last year. Kirkland did not know any students who were members of this so-called group but did know them to keep to themselves.
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Type ASSTCA
Location 6201 S FIBRCE ST
Status RTF

DET125 07/29/1999 072899/BOATRIGHT/SH

Connecting to Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department Case Report
#99-7626.

On 05/04/99, Det. Boatright (IO) was assigned DN#3662 requesting he contact and interview Athena Lagos. Within the
narrative of the lead, IO was informed property belonging to Athena
Lagos was found in the library subsequent to the incident occurring
on 04/20/99. Independent information also indicated Athena Lagos
was present in the library when the incident occurred on 04/20/99.
It was determined IO would contact and interview Athena Lagos to
confirm her whereabouts during the incident and any information she
may have relevant to this investigation.

On 05/18/99 at approximately 1015 hours, IO responded to 5261
S. Jellison St., Littleton, CO 80123, phone: 303-979-2705 (Lagos
residence) and met with Athena Ann Lagos, age 17, DOB: 07/10/81.
Upon contact with Athena Lagos, IO confirmed she is presently a
senior at Columbine High School.

IO subsequently requested Athena Lagos provide an account of
her activities on 04/20/99, beginning at the time she arrived at
school. Athena Lagos stated on the day indicated, she drove
herself to school and parked in the south senior parking lot (space
#42). According to Athena Lagos she arrived at school at
approximately 0720 hours and used the southwest commons entrance
to gain access to the school. Athena Lagos stated after entering the
school, she passed by several friends and had brief conversations,
prior to going to her first period class. Athena Lagos indicated
the above described activity was a normal morning routine. IO
confirmed with Athena Lagos she did not make any unusual
observations when she arrived at school.

According to Athena Lagos, she then attended her first hour
class which began at approximately 0730 hours and normally
concluded at approximately 0820 hours. Athena Lagos stated this
day was somewhat unusual, in that she left her first period class
early. Pursuant to questioning, Athena Lagos identified her first
period class as "Critical Reading" which is taught by Mr.
Hoffman. According to Athena Lagos her "Critical Reading" class is
located in the language arts area, specifically, room "LAI." IO
would note room LAI is located off of the south hall on the main
level towards the east end of the building.

Pursuant to questioning, Athena Lagos stated the reason she
left her "Critical Reading" class early was due to the fact she was
attending the "marketing banquet." IO confirmed with Athena Lagos
she was referring to the DECA breakfast being held at the Wellshire
Inn. Athena Lagos estimated that she left her "Critical Reading"
class at approximately 0800 hours.

Athena Lagos indicated after leaving her first period class,
she then met up with friends who were also attending the DECA
Breakfast. Athena Lagos identified those friends as Angela Hakes (senior), Jonathan Loeh (junior), and Jennifer Laplante (senior). According to Athena Lagos, Angela Hakes drove the forenamed to the Walishe Inn. arriving sometime around 0830 hours. Athena Lagos clarified that Angela Hakes parks somewhere in the senior lot, which she described as "towards the middle." Athena Lagos was unable to be more specific concerning that point. According to Athena Lagos, she did not make any unusual observations when leaving for the OSCA breakfast.

Athena Lagos indicated she, along with the forenamed, returned to Columbine High School sometime around 1030 hours. Athena Lagos stated since Angela Hakes did not have any additional classes that date, she dropped everyone off at the southwest commons entrance. Athena Lagos based her recollection, everyone entered the school, with the exception of Angela Hakes). Athena Lagos stated when re-entering the school, she recalled remaining down in the commons area near the "stairs and school store." (Referring to the Rebel store located near the southwest lower entrance of the school.) Athena Lagos related while remaining in the commons area, she recalled socializing with "Jenny" Laplante and Heather Egeland (senior). Athena Lagos stated she believes she socialized with the forenamed for approximately five to ten minutes, during which time, they discussed the prom and also showed each other pictures of that event.

Athena Lagos stated at approximately 1045 hours, she went to her physics classroom, identified as "SCI11." Athena Lagos pointed out her physics instructor is "Mr. Manuello," who has fourth period free. IO confirmed with Athena Lagos she went to her physics classroom, but was not actually scheduled for class during that period. Athena Lagos clarified the reason she went to her physics class was to "try to make up work I missed earlier." (Referring to earlier in the day.)

Athena Lagos stated when she arrived in classroom SCI11, Mr. Manuello was present, in addition to another student whom she identified as "Chris Partridge." Athena Lagos stated she believed she remained in her physics classroom until approximately the 1110 bell rang. Athena Lagos recalled hearing the bell ring indicating the end of fourth hour. Athena Lagos reported she does have "A lunch," thus she was in no hurry to leave the classroom.

Athena Lagos went on to explain after hearing the 1110 bell ring, she remembered remaining in the classroom for a short time and speaking with students she knew who were coming into the class for fifth period. Athena Lagos stated she was relatively certain she had left the classroom prior to 1115 hours, due to the fact she remembered hearing that bell as she was walking down the south hallway in an effort to locate some of her other friends whom she had planned to meet for "A lunch."
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Athena Lagos reported very soon thereafter, she realized her friends had "already left." Adding she was not particularly concerned, due to the fact, she had a "big breakfast" and was not hungry. Athena Lagos stated she subsequently decided to "study" for her physics test. Athena Lagos then decided to go the library in order to study for the aforementioned test. IO clarified with Athena Lagos, she was alone at the time she went to the library and was in possession of a brown vinyl backpack. Athena Lagos estimated she arrived at the library shortly after the 11:15 bell.

When asked what occurred after arriving in the library, Athena Lagos explained she did not normally go to the library during "A" lunch, thus she had no expectation of meeting anyone there that she knew. Athena Lagos stated after entering the library, she then went to a table and sat by herself. At that point, IO provided Athena Lagos with a diagram of the library and asked her to identify the table where she sat. Athena Lagos immediately pointed to table #13. Athena Lagos added, she also knew a fellow student by the name of John Savage, who was located at table #11. IO clarified with Athena Lagos, John Savage was present at table #11 when she arrived in the library. When asked if she made any additional observations when entering the library, Athena Lagos responded in the affirmative. Athena Lagos stated since she normally did not go to the library during "A lunch", she was somewhat surprised because it was "pretty full," adding that there were people seated at "most of the tables." Athena Lagos stated, other than what was noted above, she did not make any additional observations at the time she entered the library and sat down at table #13, (facing north).

Athena Lagos next indicated she began studying for her physics test and remembered she had just pulled out her "notebook" when she began to hear what she described as "construction noises." Athena Lagos stated she could not be more specific regarding the noises, other than to state she believed they were coming from "outside." When asked if she could tell a specific direction from which she heard the noises, Athena Lagos indicated they would have been coming from a west to northwest direction, outside of the library. Athena Lagos could not recall the number of "construction noises" she heard at that time.

Athena Lagos did report approximately one to two minutes after she began hearing the construction noises, she then realized people (unidentified) within the library were looking out the west windows. Athena Lagos stated she then heard one of those people state, "Oh my god." Athena Lagos told IO she still did not know exactly what was occurring and at that time was not overly concerned. Athena Lagos next related, a short time later, she heard the voice of a teacher who had just entered the library. Athena Lagos stated when she observed the teacher, it appeared as though she was moving in a westerly direction and went around the front counter. Athena Lagos stated she was able to identify the
teacher as "Mrs. Nielson." Athena Lagos then recalled hearing the teacher state, "a boy has a gun." Athena Lagos stated she assumed the teacher was serious, due to the fact she had "terror in her voice." Pursuant to questioning, Athena Lagos stated, to her knowledge, Mrs. Nielson was alone when she entered the library and went around the front counter.

Athena Lagos explained as she continued to observe Mrs. Nielson, she thought the forenamed was possibly "over reacting." When asked to elaborate, Athena Lagos stated when she initially heard what Mrs. Nielson had stated, she assumed the forenamed had been "over-reacting" to a game the senior class was playing. Athena Lagos identified the game as "annihilation." Athena Lagos stated the aforementioned game was a "secret" and there were approximately 200 senior students participating. Athena Lagos stated the objective of the game was to assassinate a fellow student who was on a list each participant was provided. Athena Lagos clarified the game was played with a "squirt gun." Athena Lagos indicated once the participant had assassinated the person on his or her list, they would acquire the new list (student name) from the person who was assassinated. Athena Lagos pointed out there were rules associated with the game, specifically, no one was allowed to play the game while on school property or during any school event. Athena Lagos told IO she assumed none of the students had violated the game rules and possibly come to school with a squirt gun and Mrs. Nielson had simply misunderstood the situation.

Athena Lagos related within moments, she then saw Mrs. Nielson pick up a telephone and it appeared as though she was calling the police. Athena Lagos said she could still hear the same "terror" in Mrs. Nielson's voice and, it was at that point, she felt the situation was possibly "real." Athena Lagos related it was around this same time period that she observed Amber Huntington and Jessica Holiday standing by a bookshelf near table #13. Athena Lagos stated she then told the two forenamed students to get under her desk, which they did. According to Athena Lagos, it had started to become clear to not only herself, but Amber Huntington and Jessica Holiday, that Mrs. Nielson was serious and there was a potential threat in the school.

Athena Lagos stated after Mrs. Nielson had begun using the phone, she then heard the forenamed state, "Kids, get under your desk." Athena Lagos recalled Mrs. Nielson repeating the above command several times. Athena Lagos stated she still could hear the "fear in her voice" as Mrs. Nielson yelled the above commands. Athena Lagos added it appeared as though Mrs. Nielson had begun to cry. Pursuant to questioning, Athena Lagos was asked to describe how she and the others were positioned under table #13. Athena Lagos explained based on the positioning of the table, the chairs were set up to face neither a north or south direction. Athena Lagos reported that she was positioned underneath the table.
towards the far east end, while directly to her west would have been Jessica Holiday followed by Amber Huntington. According to Athena Lagos, each of the forenamed, including herself were facing a northerly direction during the incident.

Athena Lagos was then asked to continue with her explanation of the incident. Athena Lagos reiterated after hearing Mrs. Nielson shout more than once, "kids get under your desk," she then began to hear what sounded like gunfire coming from inside the school. Athena Lagos stated at that point, she remembered putting her backpack over her head as she believed the gunshots were getting "closer." Athena Lagos stated she then distinctly heard what she described as "chair screeching." When asked to elaborate, Athena Lagos reported hearing the aforementioned sound coming from what she believed was the "commons" area. Athena Lagos stated what she believed she heard was "chairs screeching" across the tile floor in the commons area. Athena Lagos stated even though she could hear what sounded like commotion coming from the lower commons area, she still realized that the gunshots she was hearing were coming closer to the library.

Athena Lagos stated after hearing what was described above, she then knew the suspects had entered the library, due to the fact she heard one of them state, "All white headed jocks stand up, we're gonna kill you first." Athena Lagos responded from the sound of the voice, she believed the person was moving from the east to the west in the library as the above statement was made. In addition, Athena Lagos told IO she could see two sets of feet walking past the center section of the library (north end, moving east to west) as she began to hear the above statement. Athena Lagos then stated as the incident began, she was certain there were at least two suspects involved, due to the above described observation and also the fact she could hear two people talking back and forth, which she believed to be the suspects. Athena Lagos could not be more specific in terms of what the suspects were saying, but it was clear in her mind two people were talking back and forth.

Athena Lagos stated moments after the suspects had proceeded west through the library, she began to hear the first gunshots which she knew for certain were coming from inside the library. When asked to identify where she believed the first shots originated, Athena Lagos stated the first shot came from the west side of the library, up towards the "front counter" area. Athena Lagos stated after hearing the first shot, she believed there were a total of four shots fired in a close time frame to each other. IO clarified with Athena Lagos she was not describing rapid fire gunshots, rather four separate shots which were spaced a few seconds apart. Athena Lagos did point out after the first series of gunshots (described above), she believed she heard the fire alarm in the library activate.
Athena Lagos stated as she continued to hear the suspects on the west side of the library, she distinctly recalled the forenamed "laughing." Athena Lagos stated she could not recall what was said or what provoked the laughter, but she was certain she could hear two male individuals laughing. Athena Lagos then heard one of the suspects state, "I've always wanted to do this, this is so much fun." Athena Lagos pointed out when hearing that voice, she knew for certain it was not "Dylan." When asked how she was able to make that determination, Athena Lagos explained based on news reports, she was aware Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were the individuals who had come into the library and begun shooting. Athena Lagos went on to state based on her own observations, she knew one of the suspects was Dylan. Athena Lagos explained while in elementary school, she attended classes with Dylan Klebold. Athena Lagos went on to state both she and Dylan Klebold were in a "Chips" program which was designed for advanced students. Athena Lagos stated she is very familiar with Dylan Klebold and what he sounds like when he speaks. Athena Lagos clarified in reference to all the statements she had reported to IO, she was certain none of them had come from Dylan. Athena Lagos did indicate there was a point later where she did hear Dylan Klebold speak, however, that did not occur until the suspects had moved into the center section.

IO asked Athena Lagos to continue with her explanation at the point she had heard additional gunshots on the west side of the library and also heard one of the suspects (not Dylan Klebold) make a statement about how much fun he was having. Athena Lagos related she then recalled hearing what she believed were fellow students "whispering" after which that "whispering" would end abruptly. Athena Lagos reported she continued to hear what she believed were gunshots coming from the west side of the library, intermingled with the suspects laughter. Athena Lagos was unable to estimate the number of gunshots she heard occurring on the west side of the library. Athena Lagos did state there was one point when she believed she heard a "boom." When asked to elaborate, Athena Lagos stated when the "boom" was detonated, it "shook the floor and table and the bookshelves." Athena Lagos stated she remembered hearing things fall to the floor at the time she heard what she believed was the bomb detonate. Pursuant to questioning, Athena Lagos described that noise coming from the west section of the library, near the bookshelves which separated the west side from the center section of the library. When asked if she could identify what she heard falling, Athena Lagos stated she believed it was books which had fallen off of bookshelves, again making reference to the bookshelves which separated the west and center sections of the library. Athena Lagos was unable to be more specific concerning that point. Athena Lagos did indicate after the aforementioned event, she remembered "plugging my ears cause they hurt from the noise." Athena Lagos also clarified for much of the time she had been covering her eyes, thus she was not making many visual observations.
Athena Lagos told IO very soon after hearing what she believed was the bomb explode somewhere near the bookshelves separating the west and center sections, she then began to hear gunshots coming from the far northeast section of the library. Athena Lagos stated there were numerous gunshots fired from that area, thus she could not estimate how many she actually heard.

When asked what she recalled next, Athena Lagos stated she remembered hearing what she believed were window "blinds" moving from a location behind her. Specifically, Athena Lagos was referring to window blinds on the far east side of the library, towards the south end. Athena Lagos stated moments after hearing the blinds being "pulled at" she then heard another eruption of gunfire. Athena Lagos was unable to estimate the number of gunshots she heard, but made reference to hearing "a lot of it." Athena Lagos could not be certain where the gunshots were coming from other than to state she knew they were coming from somewhere north of her location. IO then referenced a diagram, pointing to table #13, clarifying that she was at one of the far south tables in the library, thus, virtually everything would have been north of her location. Athena Lagos then clarified when making reference to hearing the gunshots coming from the north, she was referring to somewhere northeast of her table.

Athena Lagos stated a short time after hearing the shooting described above, she then heard Dylan Klebold ask the question, "Are you John Savage?" At that point, IO stopped Athena Lagos and asked her where Dylan Klebold was located when she heard the forenamed ask that question. Athena Lagos stated Dylan Klebold was located to the north of table #13. IO verified with Athena Lagos she was certain the person she heard speaking was Dylan Klebold based on her past contacts with that individual. Athena Lagos stated she knew the other suspect was close by, due to the subsequent conversation which occurred.

IO asked Athena Lagos to continue with her explanation of the incident at the point Dylan Klebold asked the question, "Are you John Savage?" Athena Lagos stated she then heard John Savage respond, "yes." Athena Lagos told IO it was possible John Savage made other statements, due to the fact she recalled some "stuttering" occurring. Athena Lagos told IO she also knows John Savage and is familiar with the fact the forenamed does stutter. Athena Lagos continued with her explanation by stating after John Savage confirmed his identity, Dylan Klebold again spoke, stating, "you can go, get up, let him go." Athena Lagos stated it was at that point it almost sounded as though Dylan Klebold and the person she now assumed was Eric Harris, began to argue. When asked to elaborate, Athena Lagos stated, "It was almost like an argument," making reference to whether or not John Savage should be allowed to leave the library. Athena Lagos told IO she could not remember any details related to the words spoken between Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris, but stated at the time she
remembered thinking the two were arguing over John Savage. Athena Lagos was unable to be more specific concerning that point. IO did verify with Athena Lagos her assumption the other suspect in the library was Eric Harris, was based on information reported through the media. IO further verified her belief the other suspect was Dylan Klebold, was based on her own personal observations and her extended past contact with the forenamed.

Athena Lagos stated after she heard Dylan Klebold tell John Savage he could leave the library, she then saw two sets of feet standing at the north of her table. Athena Lagos stated prior to that point, she had closed her eyes for an undetermined amount of time. Athena Lagos again explained throughout the course of this incident, she had closed her eyes and only opened them periodically. When asked if she made any specific observations regarding the suspect's feet at that point, Athena Lagos responded in the affirmative. Athena Lagos stated the forenamed were wearing "black boots like Doc Martins." Athena Lagos confirmed she did not know for certain the brand of the boots were "Doc Martins, but did now that they were a high laced boot.

Athena Lagos stated she again closed her eyes, but then remembered hearing something "heavy, kind of a clinking sound" which was set on top of her table. Athena Lagos stated at that point, she then heard the other suspect (whom she believed was Eric Harris) state, "I can't find that clip or get the clip, he said something about needing more ammunition." Athena Lagos explained she could not be more specific concerning that statement, other than to indicate she was positive it was not Dylan Klebold making that comment.

Athena Lagos did report the next voice she did hear was in fact, Dylan Klebold. Athena Lagos stated while both the suspects were still located near table #13, she heard Dylan Klebold comment to the other suspect words to the effect of "use your knife." Athena Lagos heard the other suspect respond, "I've always wanted to do this, this is so much fun." Athena Lagos stated she was not certain whether the other suspect was making mention of using his knife on a victim or if he was simply referring to enjoying what was occurring. Athena Lagos stated after the above comment, she knew it was silent for a moment and she could hear the suspects moving away from her table. Athena Lagos stated she could not recall if she heard additional gunshots or explosions at that point, but did remember hearing a voice subsequently state, "They've left, run." Athena Lagos pointed out the above statement was made by a fellow student in the library and she was certain it did not come from the suspects. Athena Lagos was unable to be specific in terms of how much time elapsed from the point where the suspects moved away from her table and she heard a fellow student tell them to "run." Athena Lagos speculated it was possible there were a "couple minutes" in between those two events.
Prior to continuing with Athena Lagos' explanation of the incident, IO asked if she remembered any additional details, specifically what was occurring under her table during the incident. Athena Lagos responded in the affirmative. Athena Lagos stated she remembered everyone under her table was "scared." Athena Lagos remembered hearing everyone "praying," but she remembered no one was praying loud, but she remembered at times, people saying, "shhh," in reference to the praying. Athena Lagos stated the aforementioned situation was especially true when she heard one of the suspects moving the blinds southeast of her location. Athena Lagos also remembered one of the suspects moving close to her table. Athena Lagos stated she also recalled being told by either Amber Huntington or Jessica Holiday, not to "look up." Athena Lagos then reported approximately 90 percent of the time she was "not looking" and had her eyes closed with her hands over her ears. Athena Lagos told IO she did not remember any additional activity occurring under her table during the incident.

When asked what occurred after she heard one of the fellow students yell, "run," the forenamed remembered getting out from underneath the table (north side). Athena Lagos stated she remembered at the time she got out from underneath the table, she was accompanied by Amber Huntington and Jessica Holiday. Athena Lagos stated all three girls then moved south, behind the bookshelves, towards the west section of the library. Athena Lagos stated after arriving on the west side of the library, all three individuals then proceeded north through the library. Athena Lagos then stopped and pointed out she forgot to mention one observation. Athena Lagos went on to explain after she had gotten out from underneath the table #1, she remembered seeing someone who was not moving under what she believed was going to be possibly table #9. Athena Lagos stated she knew that person was not moving and she remembered seeing "blood." Athena Lagos was unable to be more specific, adding by that point there was "a ton of smoke." (referring to conditions in the library).

Athena Lagos continued with her explanation by stating she, along with Amber Huntington and Jessica Holiday, then proceeded north through the library and escaped the area, via the north library emergency exit door. Athena Lagos stated upon exiting the north door, she observed a marked police vehicle with two officers parked off to the northwest a short distance away. Athena Lagos stated she, along with the forenamed, then ran to the police car and concealed themselves behind the vehicle. Athena Lagos stated at one point, after she had arrived at the police car, she knew there were approximately 25 other students present. Athena Lagos stated some of the students appeared to be hurt "badly." At that point, IO again stopped Athena Lagos and asked if prior to leaving the library, she recalled seeing any other individuals who either remained or appeared to be injured. Athena Lagos responded in the negative.
When asked if she could recall any of the individuals who she remembered seeing behind the patrol car, Athena Lagos responded in the affirmative. Athena Lagos stated in addition to herself, Amber Huntington, and Jessica Holiday, she also remembered seeing Evan Todd, Austin Rubanks, Crystal Woodman, and Aaron Walsh. Athena Lagos speculated she possibly recognized other students, but at the present time could not recall them by name.

Athena Lagos stated a short time after concealing herself behind the patrol car, she remembered another patrol unit arrived and began to evacuate students. Athena Lagos specifically recalled the patrol unit that arrived had its "trunk up." Athena Lagos stated she was subsequently taken to a "4-Runner" and then transferred to a "golf cart" which drove her out into the park. Athena Lagos recalled being transported by the "soccer fields" and through various other areas of the park, prior to arriving at an area near the "apartments on Bowles." Athena Lagos stated when she arrived at that location, she remembered seeing Ms. Keating, Ms. Swanson, and Ms. Hoffman at that same location. Athena Lagos stated she believed there was possibly one additional teacher, however, she could not recall that person's name. Athena Lagos stated the aforementioned teachers then drove her home, where she eventually made contact with her family. Athena Lagos told IO she did not believe she had any additional information related to this incident.

IO subsequently concluded his contact with Athena Lagos. See the diagrams prepared by the forenamed for complete details.
ASSIGNED TO:
Agent Larry A. Brown, Colorado Bureau of Investigation, 690 Kipling St., Suite 4000, Denver, CO, 80212, phone (303) 293-4211

DATE/TIME of INTERVIEW: April 28, 1999, 11:00 a.m.

PLACE of INTERVIEW: Telephone interview conducted at the residence of Byron KIRKLAND, 5951 W Chestnut AVE, Littleton, CO, 80123, phone (303) 973-1468

DISPOSITION of INTERVIEW: The following:
Joshua Nathan LAPP, DOB 12-08-82, 7260 W Phillips Ave, Littleton, CO, 80128, phone (303) 973-7226

LAPP stated that he was sitting in the middle of the library when he heard two ‘pops’. A teacher, Mr. NEILSON, ran in and told everyone to get under the desks because there were kids with guns in school.

LAPP stated he thought it was a senior prank and started to walk towards the door. LAPP, an avid hunter, said he heard numerous bangs and recognized the sound as gunfire. LAPP ran back and got under the desk with Brittany BOLLERUD. According to LAPP, the two gunmen entered the library approximately five minutes after he hid under the desk. Before they entered, LAPP saw a flash and heard the sound of a shotgun being fired. The two assailants went behind the librarian’s desk and fired two shotgun blasts. LAPP stated he witnessed Eric HARRIS kill Daniel MAUSER with an assault rifle. LAPP also stated he heard the two assailants walk over to Isaiah SHOELS and say, “Hey, here’s that little nigger”, then shot him three times. LAPP also heard them say about another student, “Here’s his dick”, then shot him between the legs. LAPP heard KLEBOLD say, “I’ve always wanted to kill someone with a knife.” LAPP was unsure if KLEBOLD actually produced or used a knife. KLEBOLD and HARRIS left the library and all was quiet for approximately five minutes. LAPP said he heard shooting again further away. At that time, LAPP and approximately 35 students ran out the emergency exit located at the rear of the library. They ran towards police cars that were about 25 yards away.

LARRY A BROWN
Agent
Colorado Bureau of Investigation
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Joshua Nathan Lapp, 7260 West Phillips Avenue, Littleton, Colorado 80128-5694, telephone number (303) 973-7226, date of birth December 8, 1982, was interviewed at his home in the presence of his father, Randy J. Lapp. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, Lapp furnished the following information:

Lapp is a Sophomore at Columbine High School. Lapp's first class of the day is Language Arts with Ms. Mulholland during second period. This period runs from 8:20 a.m. to 9:25 a.m. Second period is five (5) minutes longer than the other class periods for school announcements. Lapp recalled watching the announcements on the television, but remembers nothing unusual. During third period, starting at 9:25 a.m., Lapp has U.S. History with Mr. Moore. Third period ends at 10:15 a.m. Lapp has Spanish during fourth period which begins at 10:20 a.m. and ends at 11:10 a.m. At 11:15 a.m. Lapp has "A" Lunch. Lapp typical goes to the library to do homework during the beginning of his lunch period, and then will go to the cafeteria to eat.

On April 20, 1999, Lapp went to the library arriving at approximately 11:15 a.m. Attachment A is a copy of a diagram of the library at Columbine High School. Lapp was shown the diagram of the library and noted that he sat down at table marked as Table #8. Seated with him at the table were Aaron Cohn, a Sophomore, Brittany Bollerud, a Sophomore, and Byron Kirkland, a Sophomore. Lapp noted on the library diagram where everyone at his table sat. Cohn is marked as #1, Bollerud as #3, Lapp as #4, and Kirkland as #6. Isiah Shoels, a Senior, did sit down at table #8 for approximately five minutes. He was seated in the spot marked as #2. Shoels told some jokes to the group and then moved to a table on the west side of the library. Craig Scott also had sat down for approximately five minutes at table #4. The position that Scott sat down is marked on the diagram as #5. Scott also went to the west side of the library, at or about the same time that Shoels left the table.

Lapp was working on his math homework when he heard one or two pops from outside the school building. Lapp thought that they were the sounds of a hammer. Approximately thirty seconds to a minute later, Ms. Nielsen came running into the library.
Nielsen had been on hall duty. Nielsen stated something to the effect of, "Kids with guns...everybody get under the desk." Nielsen then ran to the back of the librarian's desk and got on the telephone. Lapp and Cohn didn't really believe what she had said, as they thought it might have been a senior prank. They both got up and started to slowly walk towards the door when they heard more gun fire. Kirkland had also stood up and may have been walking towards the door.

After hearing the gunshots in the hallway outside the library, Lapp turned to move to the back of the library, but saw Bollerud under table #8 all alone. Lapp went under table #8 to be with Bollerud and was holding her head in his chest. Kirkland and Cohn had run back through the center area of the library. Lapp did not know where they went or what table they may have hid under. Lapp could hear Nielsen on the phone, and assumed she was on the phone with 911. Lapp heard lots of gunshots and an explosion outside the library in the hallway. The library was extremely quiet and you could hear everything in the library. Lapp heard people saying, in soft whispers, to be quiet. Lapp was leaning against the inside of the table and was facing the front door. He could see the front door very well and saw a gunshot blast/flash in the hallway. Lapp is a hunter and thought the flash was from a very powerful round, as he could see the flash in the daylight. He thought the shot was going toward the north.

Approximately five minutes or more after Ms. Nielsen came into the library, two individuals entered the library. The fire alarm had gone off just prior to them entering the library. One of the shooters, after entering the library, walked behind the librarian's desk and shot twice. After hearing the shots, Lapp could not hear Nielsen on the telephone anymore. He heard one of the gunmen state something to the effect of, "All the jocks in here stand up." Lapp did not see anyone stand up. One of the gunmen then said something to the effect of, "Anyone wearing a hat, or shirt with an emblem on it, you're dead." Lapp's view was partially blocked by the reference table. The reference table is between table #8 and the librarian's table/counter. The two gunmen then walked to the west side of the library and he could hear gunfire. The gunmen must have walked on the north side of the reference table as Lapp did not see them on the south side of the table. Lapp heard one of the
gunmen state something to the effect of, "Hey, here's that little nigger." After the statement he heard three shots, and one of the gunmen say, "Is he dead?" The other individual responded saying, "Yeah, he's dead." While the gunmen were on the west side of the library shots continued, and he heard various statements from the gunmen. He heard one of the gunmen state, "I'm out, give me a clip," and "Let's blow up the library." He heard who he believed to be Eric Harris state, "Oh I hit myself." He believed the voice to be Harris, as it was a stronger voice and he later sees and hears Harris talking. He also heard a heavy thump like something hitting concrete, followed by one of the gunmen stating, "It's a dud" or "it didn't go off". Lapp could not recall the specific sequence of events on the west side of the library.

The gunmen then walked on the north side of the reference desk, moving to the east side of the library. Lapp saw one of the gunmen shoot out the glass case near the main entrance of the library. He stood in front of the library book detector system firing a number of rounds, more than two, from a semiautomatic gun. He believes the gunman was Dylan Klebold based on his clothing and that Lapp later sees the same gunman in the middle section of library. Lapp heard one of the gunmen state something to the effect, "Do you believe in God?" There was a pause and a voice answered, yes. Lapp knew Cassie Bernall well, and recognized her voice as that of the person that answered yes. One of the gunmen then asked, "Why?", and Lapp heard no response. This was followed by two or three gunshots. Shooting continued on the east side of the library, and after every two or three shots the gunmen would hoop and holler. It was like the gunmen thought what they were doing was game and they had scored a touchdown. They would shoot someone and then tell them to stop screaming. They seemed to be shooting people until they stopped screaming or making noises.

The gunmen then moved up the middle section from the back or south end of the library. As Lapp heard the gunmen moving in the back of the middle section, he leaned slightly forward to pull the chairs in closer. He glanced to the back section and saw Eric Harris standing near table #13 or #14. Lapp heard the gunmen set down what he thought was a gun on a table. He then heard noises that he thought was the reloading of guns. He did not see the other gunman when he leaned forward. Lapp did hear the sound of a pump action shotgun being loaded at various
times in the library. He remembers next hearing one of the
gunmen state something to the effect of, "Oh it's you, get up and
get out if you wanna live." The gunman had asked the individual
a question, and in his response he did not sound scared and
seemed real calm. Lapp then saw John Savage stand up and run out
of the library very fast. Lapp knew of Savage, and knew him to
be called "Screech." He got that nickname because he looked like
the character from the television show "Saved by the Bell." Lapp
thought it strange that Savage didn't appear scared and was real
calm during his encounter with the gunman. Savage was back near
table #12.

One of the gunmen approached table #9, under which Dan
Mauser was hiding. The gunman shot him once and Mauser began
pushing a chair back towards him. The gunman then shot Mauser
again. Lapp described this gunman as a white male wearing a
white t-shirt with black pants and boots. He was not wearing a
trenchcoat. He had blond hair, slicked back, was relatively
skinny, and was about Lapp's height or shorter. Lapp is 5'11".
He had blood on his face, around his mouth, almost like he had
just eaten a chocolate bar and "messed up" his face. Lapp
thought he had a bullet proof vest on underneath his shirt
because his shirt appeared bulky and based on the way he was
moving his arms. He appeared to not have much flexibility with
his arms. He was holding a shotgun and an "uzi" like gun with a
big clip. The second gun was definitely an automatic. The
shotgun had a pistol grip with duct tape or some other tape
around the grip. Lapp believed this gunman to be Eric Harris.
Lapp had seen Harris around school and also occasionally when he
would pickup Aaron Cohn to go to school. Cohn's backyard backed
up to Harris' backyard.

After Harris shot Mauser the second time the other
gunman asked him, something to the effect of, "Did he try to jump
you?" The second gunman was standing on the east side table #10.
He "bumped" or pushed in one of the chairs around the table.
Lapp heard him set something down on the table and then
immediately pick it up. Harris and the second gunman then walked
around table #9 near the bookcases. The second gunman at that
point made a statement to the effect of, "I Always wanted to kill
somebody with a knife." He then reached down like he was
reaching for a knife on his boot. Lapp described this gunman as
wearing a Boston Red Sox's hat backwards, with black pants and
boots. He was a very tall white male, approximately 6'3" or 6'4", with long curly dirty blond hair. His hair was a little more brown than blond. He had a bowie knife on his left thigh that was very large. He was carrying a shotgun and an assault rifle that looked like an M-16 or AK-47. Lapp believed this individual to be Dylan Klebold. Lapp had seen Klebold around school and knew only his last name.

As Klebold continued to walk past table #9 and by table number #7, he glanced at Lapp and they both looked each other in the eye. Harris and Klebold continued to move forward towards the entry area of the library. One of them went behind the librarian's desk and stated something to the effect of, "Wait there's something I always wanted to do." He then slammed a chair on the desk. They then exited the library.

During the time the gunmen were in the library shooting, Lapp could hear what he thought was shooting in other parts of the school. Noises in the school tend to funnel to the library and Lapp could not tell where the other shooting was coming from. He also could feel at least five explosions from what he thought was below him. He thought the explosions were below him because they made the floor shake. The explosions caused the library ceiling to shake and little particles of the ceiling to fall. Lapp and Bollerud were leaning against the inside of the table. With each explosion, the table would slide or move on the carpet. Some of the explosions felt closer than others.

After Klebold and Harris left the library, Lapp heard more gunfire. Once the shooting seemed far enough away from the library area, they considered leaving. Seth Houy, who had been hiding under table #10, got up and looked around. He ducked under the table again and that's when Lapp got up. He grabbed Bollerud by her hand and stated, "Let's go." Bollerud answered him stating, "Don't let go." From what Lapp saw, they were the first two people up in the library starting to leave. Other people began getting up and moving to get out of the library. Lapp ran by the east side of the computer tables and then to the back door of the library. He helped push other kids through the door, and when he finally exited the door there was probably only five to ten students behind him. He ran up the hill and hid behind a police car with approximately thirty to thirty-five
students. Approximately eight to ten minutes after Lapp had been behind the police car, the police officers at the back of the vehicle stated he see one of the subjects at the backdoor. Lapp glanced over the police car and saw a tall figure standing between the glass doors holding a gun. Lapp thought it may have been Klebold. Additional police cars began to pick up the students and shuttle them behind the athletic equipment building. Lapp helped load some of the injured into the police cars. The police then shuttled students again by police cars to a cul-de-sac, located at approximately Yukon and Caley. This was near the area that was set up as a triage. Lapp did a short interview with a police officer at the triage area. The officer was possible from the Denver Sheriff's Office.

When Harris and Klebold entered the library, Lapp thought they both were wearing their trench coats. As they were entering the library, Lapp had the best view of Klebold. Klebold was wearing cargo pants and the pockets on his legs were full. Klebold made clanking noises as he walked. At no point did Lapp see either Harris or Klebold wearing a mask. While Klebold and Harris were in the library shooting, they did use each other names, Eric and Dylan. Lapp believes they left the library only because they may have been out of ammunition. Lapp heard no more gunfire, until they had been out of the library for approximately five minutes.

Lapp knew Harris and Klebold only by seeing them in the hallways. Prior to the shootings he did not know their names. He did know Klebold to wear his Boston Red Sox hat backwards all the time. Students did not dare to talk to Harris or Klebold, or even get near them. Students would say "hi" to them and they would jump back in their face with comments. Harris and Klebold were part of a group at school known as the Trenchcoat Mafia. This group would get into fights in school and it was never just one of them, it would be the whole group.

Lapp's backpack is a blue Eastsport. He had two calculators and books and binders inside. His backpack was left
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at table #8. Lapp's locker is #1253 and is located in the front hall area of the school. Inside his locker are car keys, books, and his lunch.

Lapp has been interviewed by several media people and appeared on several television shows.

During the interview, Lapp showed the movement of the gunmen on the library diagram. This movement was marked on the diagram by the interviewing Agent.

Attachment B is a copy of a statement written by Bollerud concerning the shootings in the library that she gave to Lapp.

Attachment C is a copy of a statement prepared by Lapp and given to the interviewing Agent on May 26, 1999.
April 20, 1999 Day 1 Page 1

Destruction and total chaos in my high school CHS. (in the library) I was working on my essay for language arts class. I was sitting with Josh Lapp, Aaron Cohn and Byron. All of a sudden a lady with a pink shirt and short curly hair came in and said "everyone get down their's a man with a gun." In panic everyone got under the small wooden tables. Luckily I wasn't alone. I was terrified although Josh was there to comfort me it wasn't enough to keep me from crying. All of a sudden we heard bombs going off we felt them too, shaking the ground and chips out of the ceiling were falling onto the floor. Then they came, two of them I believe. Gunshots came louder, screams from only a few feet away. Then I saw them but only from the knees, big black trench coats and black combat boots, they had pockets like the ones on those kachy pants. They had some sort of belt with pockets army gear or something. Then he opened his coat and took out the rifle, a big long rifle. That's when I realized this was all reality but it when it really hit me was when blood was spattered on my jeans from the other kids, possibly my friends. They were talking to each other saying many things like: "cover me, cover me" and "hell yeah this is revenge" they were also talking to the students asking them if they were jocks or do you believe in god as all of this was going on we still felt the bombs going off. They were shooting people, and all I could see was Josh, Byron, I think, at one point I saw Daniel Mouer and Matt kcket I saw someone, someone with a grey sweater or long sleeve shirt laying catty-corner to me on the ground, I focused on his stomach and I couldn't see it moving. 35-40 minutes passed when I heard "I got to reload" They left they finally left. It was silent for a while then people started looking around. Everyone started to get up and we(josh and I made a run for it to the door leading to the outside of the school. While we were running I can remember telling him "don't let me go whatever you do don't let me go" and we ran out of the door. I wasn't paying attention to the bodies on the floor but I knew there was bodies, alive waiting to bleed to death or bodies that were already dead that were laying cold on the floor with gunshot wounds to their head. When we got out there we hid behind a cop car and that is where I saw Jenny Matthews but I didn't want to loose Josh so we sat next to him. There must have been 30 or more kids with us but the others that were wounded badly couldn't make it to the cop car and were still in the library. But many who were shot in the arm or leg or stomach were out there. We helped people, calmed them down, well I shouldn't say we, Josh still had to try to calm me down. I saw Crystal Woodman, Amanda Stair, Aaron, Byron and Ryan Barrett, Jenny Mathews and a lot more but I didn't Know who they were or I just can't remember. The guys took off their shirts to help the other people who got shot. I saw Mark (the one who was handicapped and played in the soccerthon) he got shot twice in the neck One girl had a hole in the side of her arm and I could see the bone. Many other people got shot in the leg or stomach. One girl used my legs to keep her balance and to try to get in a comfortable position after being shot in the stomach there were many more, you couldn't tell who got shot because there was blood everywhere Like a "blood bath" I saved this one last because I will never forget looking at his pale white face and his big brown eyes. Everyone told him he was going to be alright and he was going to make it. He couldn't talk and was getting weaker and weaker that's when I saw his eyes turn white and roll into the back of his head. Josh had to cover my eyes because he knew I was looking and he didn't want me to watch. The what seemed to be hours but in fact only 10 minutes, cop cars came and picked up the more injured ones first then I got into a cop car with 3 guys and 3 girls including me were inside the car I looked out of the widow and saw Josh I screamed at him to get into the car but he didn't. There were many people...
in the trunk of the car and more injured waiting. After 10 min we drove off I looked at Josh, that was the last I saw of him. We drove around Clement and park were there was a neighborhood and I got out with Ryan Barrett, and Aaron and there we met up with Even Todd. Ryan said he lived close to there so we just started to run to his house. Then a few girls came and picked us up in this red convertible and they drove us the rest of the way. We got to his house and I called my mom at work in tears. I stayed at Ryan house for an hour or so and then my dad and older brother picked me up. I was never so happy in my life to see him. Then we went to Leawood elem. Where we had to wait 4 hours in confusion until finally they called his name off of the list and he came in by bus. After we all reunited we went home to see my mom and my aunt was there and my cousin was there too. Brad and I were one of the more fortunate families. When I got home I ran up to my mom and we cried together. It was the most horrifying day of my entire life and I thank God that he spared my life.
I was coming from Spanish class and going in the library. When I got in the library I was looking for my friend, Byron Kirkland, because he was usually in there before me, but he wasn't there yet so I sat in the front table so my friends could see me. At that time I got my math out and started my homework. Before I knew it Aaron, Brittany, and Byron were sitting with me, like usual. About that time Isaiah Shoels and Craig Scott came and sat with us, then Isaiah got up and moved to talk with other friends. At that time I heard three pops outside, I thought it was construction or something like that. About three minutes later a teacher came running in with another student, the student was bending on the librarian's desk. The teacher started to tell all of us kids to get under the desks, there's kids with guns. Aaron and I got up and started walking toward the door, thinking it was a joke or something for RNN. Shots continued, at that time Aaron and I were about three steps away from our desk and we recognized that those were real gunshots. Aaron and Byron ran to another table, I started to follow Aaron, but then I saw Brittany under the table by herself so I jumped under the desk with her. At that time Mr. Long ran by and told everybody to get up and run out, but only 2 or 3 students ran out with him. I could hear Mrs. Neilson on the phone with someone, but I didn't know with who. About five minutes after getting under the desk the shots were very close, at one time I saw the flash of a gun right outside the doors of the library from where I was sitting I could see the doors the whole time. Eventually, the two gunmen walked in the doors and went to the door that goes behind the librarian's desk, and Dylan shot twice. At that time I thought they shot Mrs. Neilson because I didn't hear her again after that. At that time they walked to the front and middle of the librarian's desk and said "All jocks stand up." No one stood up so they said that everyone with a white hat or that has a sports emblem on it is dead. They then walked over to the section by the window and started shooting. They would shoot then yell and whoop and holler. At one time the said "Hey look, there's that little nigger." They then shot three times. One asked the other "Is he dead?" the other one said, "Yeah, he's dead." After, they said, "Wow, I didn't think black brains could fly that far." Still in that section one shot a kid and said [Redacted]. (Or something like that) They kept shooting in that area and at one time they said "We're going to blow the library up, you better get up and run now." No one got up, then something fell, it sounded like metal hitting cement, they then said "Oh, it's a dud." They also said that they were going to burn the library down. Keep in mind that they were shooting off and on this whole time. At that time they walked over to the trophy case by the doors and shot all the glass out. They then went in that section closest to the hallway. They were shooting the whole time. At one time they asked one girl (Val Schnurr) "Do you believe in God?" I don't remember what her answer was, but then a shot went off. A little time later they asked another girl (Cassie Bernall) "Do you believe in God?" There was a pause then she said "Yes, I do." they then said "Why?" and shot, not giving her time to answer. A few minutes later they walked into the middle section, where I was, but they walked into it from the back. They were shooting under tables, and then Dylan came to a table two back from mine, looked under and said, "Oh, it's you. Get up and get out of here if you want to live." So he got up and said, "Okay, I'm out of here then." (He said this not sounding scared at all) Before this kid got to the doors they started shooting again. About that time they were about 15-30 feet away from Brittany and I, so at that time I put my shoulder up and laid on my side. I did that so that they couldn't see.
Brittany I watched over my shoulder as Eric walked up to the table one over and back (so just diagonal from me) from me. There was a boy under that table, Daniel Mauser, Eric shot him once then Daniel started to push the chairs at him and tried to grab his legs Eric then shot again, and after that Daniel didn’t move again. Dylan then walked over to Eric and asked him if he was jumping at you. Dylan then said “Hey, you know what I’ve wanted to do, is kill someone with a knife.” At that time Dylan and Eric walked by, but not without making eye contact with me. At that time they walked behind the librarian’s desk and Eric started to go in the hall and Dylan said “Wait there’s one more thing” He then picked up the chair and slammed it on the desk, they then walked out. It was quiet for about 5 minutes while they were in the hallway, then the shooting started again a little ways down the hall. At that time I got up, grabbed Brittany and ran out toward the emergency exit. When we got up from out desk Brittany told me not to let go so I had a hold of her hand. When we got to the door I started to push people out the doors, I then pushed Brittany out and I followed her. We got out the door and ran about 50 yards to the cop car and we all hid behind it. While we were in the library, for about 40-45 minutes, Brittany asked me about 30 times, “Where are the cops, they should be here by now,” and they were there. While sitting behind the cop car one sheriff said there’s one at those doors. Those doors being the double doors that go into the hallway by the library. While that gunman was standing at the doors the sheriff’s NEVER shot at him, which made lots of people mad. We were waiting behind the cop car with wounded people, healthy people, and one person that was ready to die. One of the wounded ones was sitting next to me. That was Austin, he was shot in the finger, so I told someone to give me a shoelace to tie off his bleeding finger. While I was doing this he asked me, “Do you know what you’re doing?” So I said, “Yes,” when I really didn’t know, I was just trying to help. The one that was ready to die was lying right in front of me, his eyes would start to roll into the back of his head so we’d start to clap and tell him to open his eyes, he would open them and then he would do it again. About that time other cop cars drove up and the officers told us to load all the wounded. Most of the wounded were in the cars, but there was one girl that was yelling for someone to help her get her friend into the car. This oriental girl was shot 3 times, or so we thought. No one was helping her friend get her in the cars, so I got up and walked over and picked her up. When I picked her up she started to scream and screaming loud, but the car was full so I had to set her back down and waited for the next car to come. When the next one came I picked her up again and put her in the car. I then went and sat back down by where Brittany was but she wasn’t there. I then looked up and saw her in the cop car so I knew she was safe, then I had to start worrying about myself. There were still about ten people so another car came and picked us up, but only so many could fit in the cab so we told the driver to pop the trunk so we started to put people in there. So Mark, another kid, a cop, and myself started to walk behind the car as it backed up. But Mark is handicapped and wasn’t able to keep up so we put him in the trunk. We got back by the storage shed and everyone got out of the trunk and that car drove off. There was a Durango there for the kids that were in the trunk, but not enough room for the other kid and myself, so we hid behind the storage shed. At that time we were waiting for another car to get us out of there, but while waiting behind the shed we heard shooting so I peeked around the corner, the gunmen were shooting out the library windows. Then a car came and picked us up and took us to the forming treebog. When we got over there I started to comfort those
that weren't hurt. I then called home and got a ride home with Byron to Aaron's house. I waited at Aaron's until about 6.30 PM and went home to my parents.
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Reporting investigator, P.J. Doyle, is a commissioned peace officer employed by the District Attorney in the First Judicial District serving Jefferson and Gilpin Counties.

On April 23, 1999 I was at Columbine High School and was asked by Sgt. Chris Tomford of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department to speak to Richard Long. Mr. Long was at Columbine High School at that time. I met with Mr. Long.

Richard Leroy Long
DGB: 4-4-48
3046 S. Flower Ct.
Lakewood, CO 80227
303 980-1759

Mr. Long is employed at Columbine High School as an Educational Technology Specialist. 303 982-4393

Mr. Long told me the following:

On Tuesday, April 20, 1999 Mr. Long was called in to the library to repair a computer. He was sitting at the first station. He said that the time was about 11:15 to 11:20 a.m. He said that the library was full, and that there were over 30 people in the library. He said that as he was fixing the computer, he heard some sounds. At that time he didn't know what those sounds were. He said it sounded like a hammer. Then, he heard a much louder noise. Mr.
Long was getting ready to leave the library, and Carol Weld, another teacher, had walked to the doorway of the library. She asked Mr. Long if he could come and take a look at "this". She said that she didn't know if it's a joke.

Mr. Long and Carol Weld went through the magazine area to the hallway. Mr. Long said that the ventilation system doesn't work well and a copy machine propped a door open. They walked to the door and a window area. He saw Dylan Klebold. Mr. Long was about 10 feet from Dylan. He said that Dylan was down from the windows. He knew Dylan from having him in class for 2 years. Dylan worked as a student assistant with Mr. Long. Mr. Long said that he could see Dylan in profile. Mr. Long said that he didn't know if Dylan was wearing a hat. Dylan was wearing a trench coat. Mr. Long said that when Dylan reloaded, he heard firing from the same area. He did not see another person. Mr. Long said that he could not see from Dylan's lower chest area down. (He then said it was the abdomen area.) Dylan was looking back towards the double doors. Dylan was holding a gun. Smoke was coming out of the gun. The smoke was light in color. Dylan began to fire rounds out of a 9mm assault type of rifle. It was silver/brown in color, approximately 12 inches long. Dylan ejected a clip and put in another one. He fired in the area. Dylan was outside on the corner of the building, firing north west. (Please refer to diagrams 1, 2 &3 drawn by Mr. Long.) As the clip was ejected with Dylan's right hand, he reached down and inserted another clip. The gun was being held in Dylan's left hand. Mr. Long watched for 3 to 5 seconds.

Mr. Long did not see anything on the dark trench coat that Dylan was wearing. Mr. Long did not remember seeing any back packs or bags on Dylan.

Mr. Long said that he was in the Army Reserve and had fired M16s. He has fired hunting rifles and knows what shots sound like.
Mr. Long said that another teacher, Peggy Dodd had followed him and Carol Weld. He said that he thinks there may have been more people with him, but he said that he wasn't sure.

Mr. Long said that he pushed the others back into the conference room by the magazine room area. He said that there is a storage room/area by the magazine room.

Mr. Long said that he came out in to the hallway of the conference area that leads to the main area of the library and yelled for everyone to get down, and to get down under the desks, and to stay down. He said that the students got down. He said that people were still coming in through the main entrance.

Mr. Long said that Patty Nielson was at the front desk on the phone. She indicated to Mr. Long that there were men shooting. Mr. Long began pushing students in to the main hall, toward the South Hall. He was going to push them to the commons area and was going to go to the commons himself and to see what was going on. As he reached the first landing, he heard shots being fired. He said that from where he was, he could see back to the commons. He said that he saw people running from the commons toward the east.

He redirected kids back up and down the south hall. He was hearing gunfire from what he thought was the hallway in front of the library. He said that in the south hall, he could heard shooting and explosives.

Mr. Long said that he "tucked" kids into the science hallway. (Please see diagram 3 drawn by Mr. Long. The x indicates Mr. Long.)

The hallway became clear. Mr. Long told Teresa Miller, a science teacher, to get the kids in classrooms. He told Beth Williams the same thing.

Mr. Long didn't know who said it, but someone said that, "Dave is hit", referring to Dave Sanders. Mr. Long saw Dave stumble in to
the south hallway and fall. As he fell, there was a huge explosion not too far from Dave. Mr. Long saw the explosion. He said that it looked white, like a concussion grenade. He said that he didn't see or feel and pieces from the explosion.

Mr. Long said that he yelled to Dave, "Dave, you've got to get up." Mr. Long said that Dave got up and crawled and made it to a corner. Mr. Long "shouldered" Dave to an open doorway (Science 3). (He said that he had Dave's blood on the skin of his right arm and on his pants. I asked Mr. Long to retain the pants.) Dave got into the room. Dave said to Mr. Long, "Rich, I think they shot me through the mouth." Mr. Long said that Dave didn't tell him who had shot him. Mr. Long said that it looked like Dave had a smaller wound in the left shoulder area. There was blood high on the front, high chest area of Dave. Dave was bleeding profusely from the mouth. Dave said, "Rich, I'm loosing a lot of blood. I think I'm going to pass out." Mr. Long said that Teresa may have been there. Frank Peterson was there and told Mr. Long to get help.

Mr. Long left the room, going east in the science hallway. He saw kids and teachers. He told them to get down and cover up. He said that he told Cheryl Mosier, a teacher, to get her kids in and down.

Mr. Long was going to enter the south hallway to go east to enter the main area, but heard more shots from the library area. He said he heard more, louder explosions. He heard what he thought was a shot gun. He reentered a classroom with a storage type area. He said that science teacher, Dick Will, was there with kids. They remained trapped there for about 3 1/2 hours.

Mr. Long said that for about 20 minutes, he heard gun shots, about 15 to 20. He said that he heard one more explosion. He said, "Kids. Pray." He and Mr. Will got over the children.
Mr. Long said that he heard the 12:45 bell and the 1:35 bell. He said that after that he heard the bell ring continuously. He said that Teresa was in the room with him.

Mr. Long said that the kids were responsive to him telling them where to go.

Mr. Long said that there was a window in the door where they were and he peeked out and saw the SWAT members.

Mr. Long said that he could see and hear the SWAT members running by the window with kids.

Mr. Long said that the door to the room was locked. He and Mr. Will had secured the door with a rope and had untied it when the SWAT members rescued them. He said that the SWAT members told them all to put their hands on their heads and they were escorted down the south hallway to a main east corridor, to the outside, across the lawn, across Pierce Street, to a fence and frisked. They were then taken by bus to Leawood Elementary.

Mr. Long was asked about Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold and any other students of interest.

Mr. Long told me the following:

He had heard that Eric and Dylan did a 17 minute tape in video and set themselves up as main heroes killing Jocks. Eric's parents were furious with Mr. Long for suspending him the locker incident. (Explanation below under [REDACTED])

Mr. Long said he can access computers and servers in the lab.

Mr. Long thinks that Judy Kelly, an English teacher may have some knowledge of some writing of one of the kids. (He had no other information about this.)
Mr. Long said that Peggy Dodd may have some information about Eric or Dylan because one of them had told him that Peggy Dodd was a dumb bitch.

Mr. Long said that he kicked [redacted] out of the computer lab for accessing satanic sights. This happened last year. Mr. Long said that he didn’t see [redacted] the day of the shooting. He has seen [redacted] in a black trench coat. He described [redacted] as weird and evil. When asked to articulate this, Mr. Long said that [redacted] personally was dark and [redacted] was gloomy. [redacted] was an average to below average student. [redacted] was in Mr. Long’s computer class. [redacted] was a student assistant for one year in the fall of 1997. When Mr. Long would confront [redacted], [redacted] would tell him that he had rights.

Mr. Long said that Eric and Dylan hung out with [redacted]. Mr. Long said that he thought [redacted] was gone from the school as of last year. He was not sure if [redacted] graduated or left on his own. He said that [redacted] was a student assistant as of fall of 1997. He said that [redacted] didn’t seem very intellectual in computer class.

They also hung out with a tall, gangly guy with black hair in the video production class. This person may be [redacted].

[redacted] was suspended last school year (fall of 1997 to 1998) along with Eric and Dylan for breaking into the computer system and stealing locker combinations. A note was put in a students locker. The note was something to the effect of: If you bother my girlfriend again, I’m going to kill you. Mr. Long was not sure who’s locker the note was put in or who’s girlfriend was being referred to. Eric was pretty bitter about being suspended and didn’t come back to assist in the lab. Mr. Long said that [redacted] didn’t dress like Eric and Dylan. Mr. Pierce doesn’t remember what [redacted] would wear to school. He said he didn’t see [redacted] at Columbine High School the day of the shooting. He did see [redacted] later in the day at Leawood Elementary School wearing a dark t-shirt and jeans. Mr. Long said that on April 22nd, the faculty and kids got together, [redacted] came over and hugged Mr. Long and [redacted] said that he wanted to re-establish their relationship. Mr. Long said that [redacted] at one
time, had written a note. Mr. Long did not see the note, but his dad told Mr. Long about it. It was a suicide note written around the time the student had been suspended for using Mr. Long's credit card to get some xxx movies. This was in the fall of 1998. Mr. Long had never seen the student wear a trench coat.

The student was a student that Mr. Long described as being an acquaintance of Eric and Dylan. He was in video production class with them. Mr. Long said that the structure of that class is "loose". Mr. Long said that he didn't bond with the student. Mr. Long said that in computer class, before use, it is a rule that the kids have to put their ID on top of the computer before using the computer. The kids also had certain times when they could use the computers. The teacher would get furious when Mr. Long would tell him what to do. The student's father came in to the main office area and said that the student should be able to do what he wanted. Mr. Long had heard from Peggy Dodd that the student had been verbally abusive to her. Brian did not wear a trench coat. Mr. Long did not know what color it was wearing the day of the shooting.

Mr. Long said that only students who were student assistants could make web pages.

Mr. Long said that a student named [redacted] got kicked out of either class or school last year (1997-1998) for pulling a small knife on [redacted] over a girl. [redacted] wore a dark trench coat to school. [redacted] was in lab class and was a student assistant.

There is no further information at this time.
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